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Abstract: We give detailed proofs of several new no-go theorems for constructing flat four-
dimensional accelerating universes from warped dimensional reduction. These new theorems
improve upon previous ones by weakening the energy conditions, by including time-dependent
compactifications, and by treating accelerated expansion that is not precisely de Sitter. We
show that de Sitter expansion violates the higher-dimensional null energy condition (NEC)
if the compactification manifoldM is one-dimensional, if its intrinsic Ricci scalar R˚ vanishes
everywhere, or if R˚ and the warp function satisfy a simple limit condition. If expansion is
not de Sitter, we establish threshold equation-of-state parameters w below which accelerated
expansion must be transient. Below the threshold w there are bounds on the number of
e-foldings of expansion. If M is one-dimensional or R˚ everywhere vanishing, exceeding the
bound implies the NEC is violated. If R˚ does not vanish everywhere on M, exceeding
the bound implies the strong energy condition (SEC) is violated. Observationally, the w
thresholds indicate that experiments with finite resolution in w can cleanly discriminate
between different models which satisfy or violate the relevant energy conditions.
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1. Introduction
Epochs of cosmic acceleration play essential roles in modern cosmological models. Observa-
tions of type Ia supernovae (SNIa) [1, 2, 3], the cosmic microwave background (CMB) [4], and
other measurements indicate that the universe is currently undergoing a period of accelerated
expansion [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The inflationary paradigm uses a period of nearly-de Sitter acceler-
ation early in cosmic history to explain the flatness of the present universe, and to predict a
nearly scale-invariant spectrum of primordial density perturbations. A complete cosmological
model based on more fundamental physics must at least accommodate, and should at best
explain, these epochs of cosmic acceleration.
In this work we show that accommodating accelerating universes in models with extra
spatial dimensions requires the higher-dimensional theory to violate either the strong or null
energy conditions (SEC or NEC, respectively). The results proven here are releated to some
well-known “no-go” theorems, which show that static compactifications cannot yield pure de
Sitter solutions, or accelerating Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universes, unless the
SEC is violated [10, 11]. Here we describe two ways in which these no-gos can be improved,
as briefly summarised in [12]. First, in some cases the energy condition can be weakened
from the SEC to the NEC, which makes the theorems much more powerful. Second, these
theorems apply when the compactification manifold is time-dependent, and expansion is not
precisely de Sitter but is described by an effective equation of state parameter w > −1.
Results concerning expansion which is nearly – but not exactly – de Sitter are essential for
comparison to observation, since real measurements of w can never determine it with infinite
precision.
The no-go theorems we present here depend on the intrinsic curvature of the compacti-
fication manifold M. We divide the possibilities for M into two categories:
• Curvature-free: Compact manifolds with vanishing intrinsic Ricci scalar (Specifically
the intrinsic Ricci scalar for g
(k)
αβ in (2.20)). This category includes all models with a
single extra dimension, such as braneworlds [13, 14]. It includes flat tori, such as those
constructed as quotients Rk/Λ, with Λ a lattice, and tori with nonnegative Ricci scalar
[15, 16, 17]. Ricci-flat special holonomy manifolds with exactly SU(n), Sp(n), G2 and
Spin(7) holonomy are also included [18, 19]. Therefore it includes the Calabi-Yau spaces
and G2 seven-folds that are important for realistic dimensional reductions of string and
M theory [20, 21, 22].
• Curved : Compact manifolds with non-vanishing intrinsic Ricci scalar. If M is Ricci-
flat, then its only continuous isometries are Abelian: therefore a number of models that
realise four-dimensional non-Abelian gauge symmetries through Kaluza-Klein reduction
are in this category. The curved category contains a subcategory of manifolds whose
Ricci curvature and warp function satisfy the “bounded average condition” we define in
Section 4.2. Especially strong results hold for de Sitter expansion in this subcategory.
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Dim. Strong energy condition (SEC) Null energy condition (NEC) w from Λ
k w for N ≤ 1 w for transient w for N ≤ 1 w for transient wk
1 n/a n/a −0.848 −0.778 −0.778
2 −0.569 −0.394 −0.792 −0.667 −0.667
3 −0.596 −0.408 −0.764 −0.600 −0.600
4 −0.613 −0.417 −0.747 −0.562 −0.556
5 −0.624 −0.424 −0.885 −0.858 −0.524
6 −0.632 −0.429 −0.822 −0.751 −0.500
7 −0.637 −0.433 −0.780 −0.667 −0.481
8 −0.642 −0.437 −0.750 −0.600 −0.467
Table 1: Summary of some no-go results for k extra dimensions with 1 ≤ k ≤ 8 (formulae for all
other k are given in the text). For each k there are two pairs of columns. The first is concerned with
the strong energy condition, which is relevant when nothing is assumed about the curvature of the
compactification manifold. The second focuses on the null energy condition, relevant for curvature-free
compactification manifolds. (There is also a null energy condition no-go theorem for curved manifolds
and exact de Sitter expansion.) The first column in each pair gives the four-dimensional w below
which less than one e-folding is possible without violating the corresponding energy condition. The
second column in each pair gives the four-dimensional w below which the number of allowed e-foldings
N must be finite. In the final column the four-dimensional wk obtained by compactifying a higher-
dimensional cosmological constant is given. For w ≥ wk it is always possible for the higher-dimensional
theory to satisfy the NEC. A perfectly “optimal” no-go theorem would exclude eternal acceleration
for all w < wk, so comparing the last and penultimate columns is an indication of how optimal the
theorems are. The SEC columns for k = 1 are marked “n/a” since all one-dimensional manifolds are
curvature-free.
We describe additional technical assumption regarding M below. With this classification of
compactification manifolds M, we prove new no-go theorems which claim:
• For curvature-free M, de Sitter expansion implies that the NEC is violated by the
higher dimensional theory. (See Appendix E).
• For curvedM which satisfy the bounded average condition, de Sitter expansion implies
the higher-dimensional theory violates the NEC. (See Section 4.2).
• There is a threshold w, and below the threshold a bound on the number of e-foldings
of expansion. Exceeding the bound violates the NEC whenM is curvature-free, or the
SEC whenM is curved. (See Sections 3.1 and 4.1).
The e-folding bounds are given by (3.22), (3.46) and (4.11) and illustrated in Figures 4 and
7. Some of their properties are summarised in Table 1. In our conclusions (Section 5) we
discuss some examples from the literature which illustrate the theorems.
To prove the no-go theorems, we invert the Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction pro-
cedure. In the classic Kaluza-Klein reduction, shape and size parameters (moduli) of the
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compactification space M appear as scalar fields in four dimensions. If a suitable poten-
tial is present, then one of these fields could drive accelerated expansion. From the time
evolution of this field, we can work out the time-evolution of M. This is sufficient infor-
mation to compute the Einstein tensor GMN , and the higher-dimensional Einstein equations
give the corresponding stress-energy tensor TMN . This implicitly requires that the desired
lower-dimensional dynamics satisfies the higher-dimensional equations of motion, so we are
enforcing a “consistent” Kaluza-Klein reduction in the sense of [23, 24, 25, 26]. To prove a
no-go theorem we must account for much more general possibilities: there are many ways that
M could evolve which give the same four-dimensional cosmology, and the metric moduli may
not even drive expansion at all. Nonetheless the basic idea is the reverse of the usual Kaluza-
Klein philosophy: instead of starting with a specified matter content in a higher-dimensional
model and reducing to four dimensions, we go the other way. Since the opposite of reduction
is oxidation, (borrowing terminology from chemistry by way of D = 3 coset models [27, 28])
by studying cosmic acceleration in the context of a higher-dimensional theory, we are studying
oxidised cosmic acceleration.
The technique of proof for w > −1 rests on the concept of an “optimal” higher-dimensional
solution. Our tool is a one-parameter family of averages onM. For each no-go, we construct
scalar quantities with the property that an energy condition is violated if their averages over
M are negative. Introducing a parameter v related to the breathing mode deformation of
M, we show that satisfying the energy conditions leads to inequalities that place a lower
bound on dv/dt and upper bounds on v2. The lower bound on dv/dt depends on the choice
of average, and a number of “arbitrary” functions such the warp factor, four-dimensional
equation of state, and specific metric deformations of M. For a judicious choice of average,
the lower bound for dv/dt itself has a lower bound as a function of the various arbitrary
functions. The corresponding minimum has a vanishing warp factor and deformations of M
frozen, save for the breathing mode. Saturating this bound gives a differential equation for
the breathing mode, with initial conditions set by the bound on v2. The solution to this
equation is the “optimal” solution: any other choice of warp factor or metric deformation of
M yields fewer e-foldings of expansion. In this way we bound the results of arbitrary warp
factors or time-dependence ofM by studying a much simpler unwarped compactification with
only breathing-mode dynamics.
No-go theorems that probe NEC violation are very useful, for it is the weakest of the
energy conditions [29]. It asserts that
TMNn
MnN ≥ 0 (1.1)
for any null vector nM . The NEC is not violated by any known matter field, or by uni-
tary two-derivative quantum field theories.1 Often NEC violation signals a pathology in the
1The NEC can be violated pointwise in quantum field theory (QFT) by the Casimir effect. Nonetheless
there is evidence that an averaged NEC is respected in QFT, and this has been proven in some circumstances.
In this work we only study averaged NEC violation, and from this point of view the NEC should be respected
by “reasonable” QFTs.
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underlying theory, and it seems likely that most “well-behaved” theories should satisfy the
NEC. There are some rigorous formulations of this belief, where NEC violation is shown
to lead to superluminal propagation, instabilities, and violations of unitarity or causality
[30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Certainly the NEC forbids a number of solutions to Einstein’s
equations with strange properties: traversable wormholes [37, 38], superluminal “warp drives”
[39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44], time machines [45, 46], universes with big rip singularities [47, 48], and
pathologies with gravitational thermodynamics [49, 50, 51, 52, 53] are possible with NEC-
violating “exotic” matter.2 (If one considers non-Einstein gravity, these conclusions may
differ: for example, the NEC can be violated by a scalar field in Brans-Dicke gravity in Jor-
dan frame [54] without allowing wormholes [55]). Whether exotic NEC-violating possibilities
should be allowed is perhaps a matter of taste. It would be very interesting if accommodating
cosmic acceleration implies the exotic matter required by these solutions must exist.
Some previous no-go theorems [10, 11] showed that de Sitter expansion or accelerating
cosmologies obtained from static compactifications must violate the SEC, which asserts that
RMN t
M tN =
(
TMN − 1
D − 2TgMN
)
tM tN ≥ 0 (1.2)
for any non-spacelike vector tM in D spacetime dimensions. The SEC is a much stronger
energy condition than the NEC. There are perfectly consistent systems that violate the SEC:
perhaps the simplest example is a scalar field with mass term. For this reason it seems that
violating the SEC does not necessarily imply a pathology. Nonetheless, the SEC is a useful
energy condition for it is satisfied by a large class of higher-dimensional models. The classical
M theory action and a variety of supergravities all satisfy the SEC. The no-go theorems
presented here indicate that if such models are to accommodate cosmic acceleration, then
the classical theory is not enough. Acceleration must be due to quantum effects, or to other
objects in the theory (such as D branes, which violate the SEC) in an essential way. While
static compactifications which satisfy the SEC are already known to exclude accelerating
universes (which have R00 < 0), we show here that even time-dependent compactifications
must violate the SEC to obtain nearly-de Sitter accelerated expansion.
The new no-go theorems have important consequences for experiments which seek to
measure the effective w with precision, such as SNIa searches, weak lensing surveys, CMB
measurements, and large-scale structure observations [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61]. From a purely
four-dimensional viewpoint, there is no way to distinguish between a cosmological constant
Λ and other models purely by measurements of w. For example, by using a “slow-rolling”
scalar field and flattening its potential, one can engineer a model in which w approaches
w = −1 arbitrarily closely, and so cannot be distinguished from Λ by any experiment with
finite resolution in w. This statement rests on the assumption that one can make the potential
as flat as one pleases. The no-go theorems indicate that there are thresholds in w, and if we
2Actually a number of these solutions only require matter which violates the weak energy condition (WEC).
Since NEC violation implies WEC violation, then if NEC-violating matter exists these solutions are not
forbidden.
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wish to push w below these thresholds, we must violate an energy condition in the higher-
dimensional theory. As the thresholds are crossed, nothing significant happens in the four-
dimensional theory, but the no-go theorems show that something significant must happen
in the higher-dimensional theory from which it derives. The existence of these thresholds
indicates that finite resolution in w is enough to give us important information about the
higher-dimensional theory. If a dark energy model derives from a fundamental physics model
which satisfies the relevant energy condition, then a finite resolution in w suffices to rule it
out.
Whenever we make statements about the four-dimensional scale factor, we always refer
to the scale factor in the Einstein conformal frame. This frame is uniquely defined as the one
in which the four-dimensional action has the usual Einstein-Hilbert form
S4D =
1
2ℓ24
∫
R(g)
√−g d4x+ other terms (1.3)
or equivalently as the frame in which the four-dimensional Planck length ℓ4 is constant.
Actions in which Ricci terms appear as g(φ)R, with φ other fields in the theory, or f(R)
models can all be cast into Einstein frame form through a suitable conformal redefinition of
the four-dimensional metric.3
We assume that the higher-dimensional action is of Einstein-Hilbert form. This includes
the actions for supergravities and the (low-energy approximations to) superstring theories, for
just as in the four-dimensional case, if the higher dimensional Ricci scalar appears in a term
of the form f(R) or g(φ)R then we can bring it into Einstein-frame form through a suitable
conformal redefinition of the higher-dimensional metric. When we discuss violations of the
energy conditions in the higher-dimensional theory, we always mean the energy conditions as
applied in the higher-dimensional Einstein frame. We can have arbitrary additional matter
fields in the theory, but we assume that derivatives of the metric only appear in the Ricci
term, which ensures that it captures all of the contributions to the “kinetic energy” associated
with deformations of the compactification space M. In string and supergravity models the
action often contains higher powers of the curvature, which could conceivably be important
for keeping the higher-dimensional theory consistent in the face of apparent NEC violation.
This is a logical possibility but perhaps an unlikely one, for each additional power of the
curvature comes along with inverse powers of the higher-dimensional Planck length ℓ4+k, and
so these terms will be suppressed by positive powers of Hℓ4+k. Nonetheless it would be
interesting to learn that this crude argument is wrong, for this would indicate these terms
must play an essential role in a consistent model of cosmic acceleration.
We make mild assumptions about the compactification manifoldM. The manifoldM is
allowed to have boundaries, but only those that arise from orbifolding. We thus assume that
M is compact and closed, or that M =M′/G where M′ is closed and compact and G is a
3In some contexts a different definition of the four-dimensional metric is made. For example, when branes
are present the four-dimensional metric is often defined as the induced metric on the brane [62, 63, 64], which
is not the same as the Einstein frame metric used here.
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group which acts on M′. In the latter case, we take all calculations to be carried out on the
covering spaceM′. The warp factor must be sufficiently well-behaved so that integration by
parts is possible and that the four-dimensional Planck mass is finite. Distributional stress-
energy sources such as branes are covered here, as are certain types of singularities in the
curvature or warp factor. Our arguments here rely on averaging quantities over M, so we
require the curvature and warp term to have finite integrals with the weighted measures
introduced in Section 2.2. When the four dimensional universe is not exactly de Sitter, we
make an additional assumption about the time-evolution of M. The assumption amounts
to excluding volume-preserving transformations of a certain type. When the moduli space
approximation applies, we show the restriction we make is merely a gauge choice. If no such
restriction is made, the four-dimensional effective theory has apparent ghost modes and so the
four-dimensional interpretation is breaking down. For the scalar sector to have a positive-
definite kinetic term some restriction on the allowed fluctuations of M is necessary. It is
entirely possible that there are nonetheless consistent time-dependent reductions without
making quite this restriction. For the no-go theorems proven here to be inapplicable to a
specific time-dependent scenario, one must show that the corresponding restriction is not
equivalent to ours under choices of gauge or coordinate transformations.
We organise this paper as follows. In Section 2 we illustrate, using a simple breathing-
mode example, how NEC violation is related to cosmic acceleration. We also define the
averaging processes and notation that we employ throughout the rest of this paper. In
Section 3 we study the case whereM is curvature-free. We derive threshold values of w and
the NEC contraints on the number of e-foldings for w below the threshold. In Section 4 we
study the case where M is curved, and give transience constraints similar to the curvature-
free case, but with the SEC instead of the NEC. We also show that when M satisfies the
bounded average condition, then exact de Sitter expansion violates the NEC. We present our
conclusions in Section 5.
2. Background
In this section we motivate the new no-go theorems, by showing how NEC violation and
cosmic acceleration are related in a simple breathing-mode compactification in Section 2.1.
We then describe the averaging procedures that we use, and the scalar mode restriction that
we impose, in Section 2.2.
2.1 A simple example – the breathing mode case
In the general cases studied in later sections, the averaging techniques make the physics
somewhat less than transparent. However, a substantial part of the physics involved in
the Kaluza-Klein oxidation can be understood through models in which only the breathing
mode (dilation) of M is dynamical, and where the corresponding scalar field drives acceler-
ated expansion in four dimensions. The discussion here compliments other work discussing
breathing-mode dynamics and energy condition violation [65, 66, 67].
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We first show that the null energy condition must be violated if the extra dimensions
are flat and static. We consider k extra dimensions, with a factorizable (4 + k)-dimensional
metric ds24+k given by
ds24+k = ds
2
4 + ds
2
k (2.1)
For definiteness we take ds2k to be the flat metric ds
2
k = δαβdy
αdyβ on a k-torus, and the
four-dimensional space to be a flat FRW universe with proper time coordinate t and metric
ds24 = −dt2 + a(t)2(dx21 + dx22 + dx23) (2.2)
We assume that the four-dimensional cosmology has a simple power-law scale factor a(t) ∼ tp,
though similar conclusions can be obtained if a(t) varies with time in an arbitrary fashion
[67]. The four-dimensional universe is accelerating, with a¨/a > 0, if either p > 1 or if p < 0.
The (4 + k)-dimensional Einstein equations are
t2G00 = 3p
2, t2Gµν = p(2− 3p)δµν , t2Gαβ = 3p(1 − 2p)δαβ (2.3)
The pressure Gαβ along the k extra dimensions is negative whenever p < 0 or p > 1/2, and
in the pure de Sitter limit p → ∞ the pressure is exactly twice the negative of the energy
density. In fact, this stress-energy violates the NEC whenever the four-dimensional universe
is accelerating. To see this, we use the NEC definition (1.1), and consider the null vector
nM = (1, 0, 0, 0, uˆ) with uˆ a unit vector. The Einstein equations imply
t2TDMNn
MnN = 3p(1− p) (2.4)
which is negative, indicating NEC violation, whenever the four-dimensional universe is accel-
erating.
The presence of this negative pressure can be understood heuristically. If we we have
three spatial dimensions evolving as power laws in time, it is natural that the extra dimensions
evolve as power laws as well. We can explore this possibility using the Kasner metric
ds2Kasner = −dt2 +
3+k∑
j=1
t2pjdx2j (2.5)
by taking p1 = p2 = p3 = p, and noting that the volume of the extra dimensional space goes
like tq with q =
∑3+k
j=4 pj. This metric is a solution of the vacuum Einstein equations if the
Kasner conditions
3+k∑
j=1
pj = 3p+ q = 1
3+k∑
j=1
p2j = 3p
2 +
3+k∑
j=4
p2j = 1 (2.6)
are satisfied. The first condition implies that if p > 1/3 then q < 0. This indicates that in
the absence of other forces, when the three noncompact dimensions are expanding rapidly
the other directions have a tendency to contract. To counteract this, a negative pressure
– 8 –
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Figure 1: Left panel: Higher-dimensional ρ+ P = T00 + Tαβ for breathing-mode solutions, with the
y-axis in arbitrary units, and vertical lines are critical wk (2.14). The cases k = 1 (solid) and k = 6
(dashed) are shown. The NEC is satisfied if ρ+ P > 0, which only happens for the “+” branch when
wk < w < 1, and for the “−” branch when w > 1. Right panel: critical wk for various dimensions,
which is the w that arises from compactification of a positive cosmological constant on a k-torus, and
also the lower bound for w that can be obtained by breathing-mode dynamics satisfying the NEC.
component is required – just as a cosmological constant with negative pressure counteracts
contraction in a FRW universe. When the three noncompact dimensions are undergoing
accelerated expansion, then (2.4) shows that the required negative pressure is so great that
the NEC is violated.
One strategy to evade this problem is to allow the extra-dimensional space to evolve with
time. This possibility can be explored with the metric
ds24+k = A(η)
2
(−dη2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23)+ exp [2ck ψ(η)
]
ds2k (2.7)
where A(η) is the scale factor of the four-dimensional universe, as measured in the (4 + k)-
dimensional Einstein frame. It is convenient to use conformal time η, since the conformal
transformation required in Kaluza-Klein reduction will not take the metric out of conformal-
time form. (This is not true if the metric (2.7) is expressed using the proper time t). The
volume of the extra dimensional space is parameterised by ψ, and c is a constant given by
c =
√
2k
k + 2
(2.8)
which is chosen so ψ appears as a minimally coupled and canonically normalised scalar field
in the four-dimensional Einstein frame: thus ψ is the universal Kaluza-Klein breathing mode
modulus. The four-dimensional Einstein-frame scale factor a(η) is
a(η) = ecψ/2A(η) (2.9)
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If we assume that unspecified physics generates an effective potential for ψ in four dimensions,
then after Kaluza-Klein reduction the equations of motion of the Friedmann universe imply
ρ+ P = 3(1 + w)H2 =
(
dψ
dη
)2
(2.10)
Assuming as before that the four-dimensional universe has constant w = P/ρ, this implies
ψ(η) = ±2
√
3(1 + w)
1 + 3w
ln η + ψ0 (2.11)
where the two branches correspond to the extra dimensional space growing or shrinking with
time. Knowing ψ and a(η) one can solve for A(η) using (2.9), and therefore all of the (4+ k)-
dimensional metric (2.7) is determined (up to a choice of branch) by the four-dimensional
parameter w. Up to a positive function F of η and w the stress energy tensor has components
T00 = −Tµν = F (1− w), Tαβ = −F (1− w)
[
2∓
√
3(1 + w)
2
(k + 2)
k
]
δαβ (2.12)
Therefore using the same null vector as in (2.4) we find the NEC requires
±
√
3(1 + w)
2
(k + 2)
k
≥ 1 (2.13)
which is only possible for one of the branches, and then only when the four-dimensional
parameter w satisfies w ≥ wk with
wk = − k + 6
3(k + 2)
(2.14)
as illustrated in Figure 1. One branch always violates the NEC in the higher-dimensional
theory, and for w < wk, both branches violate the NEC. This limiting w goes from its most
negative value of −7/9 at k = 1, and rises with k to asymptote to −1/3. We conclude that,
with only breathing-mode dynamics and flat compactification manifolds, we cannot approach
de Sitter expansion without violating the NEC.
The threshold values wk have a simple physical interpretation. A cosmological constant
in the (4 + k)-dimensional theory produces a potential
VΛ(ψ) = V0 exp (cψ) (2.15)
in the four-dimensional theory. Such exponential potentials support “scaling solutions” in
which the scalar field system behaves as a perfect fluid with constant w, given by
w =
c2
3
− 1 (2.16)
Using (2.8), the value of w from (2.16) is precisely the same as the critical value wk (2.14). The
lowest value of w achievable with NEC-satisfying breathing-mode dynamics on a Ricci-flat
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compactification manifold is precisely the one obtained by compactifying a (4+k)-dimensional
cosmological constant. Since a cosmological constant has the most negative pressure consis-
tent with the NEC, it is not surprising that it sets this threshold.
In this section we have shown that flat extra dimensions with only breathing-mode dy-
namics allow accelerating universes without violating the NEC, but since wk ≥ −7/9 these
models cannot attain anything close to de Sitter. There are many different ingredients that
one could add to this basic picture. The internal manifold could distort in a more com-
plicated fashion than the breathing mode, yielding different moduli field dynamics in the
four-dimensional theory. The extra dimensional space could be static and some other field,
or perhaps entirely different physics, could cause acceleration. There is also the possibility of
warp factors and non-factorisable spacetime metrics. In this paper we deal with all of these
possibilities and conclude that none of these changes make a significant difference. So long as
the compactification manifoldM is curvature-free, then there is a critical w below which the
higher-dimensional theory must violate the NEC. In some dimensions this critical w is the
same as the wk defined by compactification of the higher-dimensional cosmological constant,
but in most dimensions the critical w is lower. This means that in the curvature-free case
there is a “gap” between the lowest w that can be achieved while satisfying the NEC, and
pure de Sitter expansion.
The only possibility which does not violate the NEC is curvature of the internal manifold
M. Up to now we have described internal manifolds M that are Ricci flat. If M has
curvature R˚ab then additional terms appear in the (4 + k)-dimensional Einstein equations.
These additional terms are4
δG0
0 = −1
2
R˚ δGm
n = −1
2
R˚ δm
n δGa
b = R˚ ba −
1
2
R˚ δa
b (2.17)
These curvature terms contribute to some of the NEC conditions. The curvature R˚ does
not appear in the NEC condition with a null vector of the form nM = (1, uˆ,~0), with uˆ a
three-dimensional unit vector. But if a null vector such as nM = (1,~0, uˆ) is chosen, with uˆ a
k-dimensional unit vector, then the NEC condition gains a contribution
δTMNn
MnN = R˚ (2.18)
If R˚ is adjustable, then by adjusting R˚ we can ensure that the NEC is satisfied regardless of
any other contributions. However this solution seems to require a specific kind of fine-tuning.
Contributions to the Einstein equations from the evolution of the four-dimensional universe
are of the order of H2, with H the four-dimensional Hubble parameter. While R˚ can be
made very positive to keep the NEC satisfied, in order to satisfy the Einstein equations the
stress-energy must be finely tuned so that it cancels off against the R˚ab terms leaving a residue
of order H2. This is the usual tuning problem with the cosmological constant. While the
cosmological constant can be accommodated with this tuning, it is not explained by it. If
4Here we are using the vielbein indices defined in the beginning of Section 2.2.
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we are prepared to tune the curvature of M to ∼ 1 meV, why not accept the tuning of the
four-dimensional theory and dispense with a higher-dimensional explanation entirely?
It may be that solutions of this form are natural in the context of some models. Even
so, we show that these accelerating solutions always fall afoul of the SEC if they approximate
de Sitter expansion. Curvature evades the NEC because R˚ab appears explicitly in the NEC
inequalities. Taking traces of the Einstein terms (2.17), we can construct a one-parameter
family of linear combinations of traces in which R˚ does not appear.5 One member of this
family is precisely the combination that defines the SEC. The 00-component of the SEC
involves the combination
T0
0 − T
2 + k
=
k + 1
k + 2
G0
0 − 1
k + 2
(
Gm
nδn
m +Ga
bδb
a
)
(2.19)
which is independent of R˚ab. We show below that it is possible to prove no-go theorems for
SEC violation that are similar in spirit to those for the NEC. The SEC is a stronger energy
condition than the NEC, and can be violated in systems that are not pathological. However it
is satisfied by the classical eleven dimensional supergravity action that forms the low-energy
limit of M theory, as well as by other supergravities. While SEC violation does not indicate
pathologies, it does indicate that any attempt to obtain an accelerating universe must go
beyond the supergravity approximation and appeal to other essentially “stringy” features,
such as D or M branes, which can violate the SEC.
One of the surprising results proven here is that, even when R˚ is tuned, it may still be
impossible to satisfy the NEC when four-dimensional expansion is exactly de Sitter. This
is the case when there is a nonzero warp factor on M, so we defer discussion this result
until Section 4.2. There are supergravity no-go theorems which forbid the presence of warp
terms in supergravity compactifications when only p-form fluxes are present [11, 68]. Warping
is only possible when SEC-violating extended objects with sufficently negative pressure are
introduced. It is precisely when we have nonzero warping that the SEC no-go extends to
a NEC no-go for de Sitter cosmologies: so it seems that introducing extended objects that
evade the de Sitter SEC no-go theorem can lead one afoul of the NEC no-go theorem.
2.2 Metric parameterisation and averaging
To extend the discussion of Section 2 to a fully dynamical higher-dimensional metric, we need
to parameterize the time-dependence of the metric and carry out the Kaluza-Klein reduction.
In this Section we introduce our parameterization of the higher-dimensional space an its
time evolution. We also define a family of averages which will form an essential part of our
argument in later sections.
The details of many related calculations are provided in the appendices. In Appendix
A, we give the components of the curvature tensors in our chosen parameterization. We use
this in Appendix B to derive the Einstein equations, after averaging, and to give the four-
dimensional effective action after dimensional reduction. For consistency of the Kaluza-Klein
5Modulo an irrelevant overall rescaling by a positive coefficient.
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ansatz, we must place a “scalar mode restriction” on the evolution of the metric, which is
equivalent to a gauge choice in the adiabatic limit. This restriction is discussed in detail in
Section C.
Our relativity sign conventions are those of [69]. We use XM to denote coordinates on
the full (4 + k)-dimensional spacetime, with M,N, . . . for coordinate indices and A,B, . . .
for tangent-space indices. We use t for (coordinate) time, x for coordinates on the three
“large” dimensions, and y for coordinates onM. Greek indices µ, ν, . . . and α, β, . . . are used
for coordinate indices in the three large dimensions and on M, repectively. While usually
µ, ν, . . . encompass 1, 2, 3, occasionally they will be taken to go from 0, . . . , 3 where there is
little risk of confusion. Latin indices m,n, . . . and a, b, . . . are used for tangent-space indices
on the three large dimensions and on M, respectively.
We take the (4 + k)-dimensional metric g
(4+k)
MN to have the form
g
(4+k)
MN dX
MdXN = e2Ω(t,y)h(4)µν (t)dx
µdxν + g
(k)
αβ (t, y)dy
αdyβ (2.20)
Here h
(4)
µν is the metric which describes the four-dimensional universe after dimensional re-
duction. It is conformally related to the Einstein frame metric as described below. Since the
target Einstein frame metric is a that of a flat FRW universe, h
(4)
µν has the form
h(4)µν dx
µdxν = −N(t)2dt2 +A(t)2δmndxmdxn (2.21)
Here g
(k)
αβ is the (intrinsic) metric of the extra-dimensional space M. It can depend in an
arbitrary way on the extra-dimensional coordinates yα and on time, but the FRW symmetry
means it cannot depend on xm. There is also a warp factor Ω(t, yα) which is consistent with
the FRW symmetry. This metric is certainly general enough to describe the vast majority
of Kaluza-Klein compactifications. Whether it is the most general metric that dimensionally
reduces to a flat FRW universe is a subtle question, which to some extent we address in
Appendix C.
For calculational convenience is is easier to study the (4 + k)-dimensional spacetime
using the Mauer-Cartan formalism [69, 70]. The metric is completely encoded in vielbeins eA
through
g
(4+k)
MN dX
M ⊗ dXN = ηAB eA ⊗ eB (2.22)
with ηAB the (4 + k)-dimensional flat Minkowski metric. The vielbeins are given by
e0 = eΩ(t,y)N(t)dt (2.23a)
em = eΩ(t,y)A(t)dxµ (2.23b)
ea = eaα(t, y)dy
α (2.23c)
and precisely reproduce the original metric (2.20). Throughout the rest of the paper tensor
components are given with vielbein indices. This is equivalent to referring the tensors to a
non-coordinate basis defined by the components of the vielbeins.
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Though we have no explicit parameterisation of the metric itself, we can parameterise
its “velocity” on the space of metrics. The components of this velocity, projected along the
tangent space of M, are denoted ξab and defined by
dea
dt
∣∣∣
TM
= ξabe
b (2.24)
In general each vielbein has time derivatives with components along both the time direction
and along the M direction, but we only label the components corresponding to ξab. It is
useful to decompose this velocity ξab into a rotational part ωab, a trace part ξ, and a shear
component σab as
ξab = ωab +
δab
k
ξ + σab (2.25)
where ωab is antisymmetric, σab is symmetric and traceless, and ξ is the trace. The individual
components are uniquely defined by
ωab = ξ[ab], ξ = δ
abξab, σab = ξ(ab) −
δab
k
ξ (2.26)
Not all of these quantities are physical, since there are coordinate transformations which
preserve the form specified for the vielbeins. In the metric representation this would be all
the redundancy there is, but in the Mauer-Cartan formalism there is also the freedom to
rotate by position-dependent tangent space index transformations
ea → Φab(t, yα)eb, d
dt
Φab = Aab = −Aba (2.27)
The matrix Aab has the same number of degrees of freedom and symmetries as ωab and can
be chosen to set ωab = 0. Then (2.25) is equivalent to the metric decomposition
1
2
d
dt
g
(k)
αβ =
1
k
ξg
(k)
αβ + σαβ (2.28)
in which ωαβ does not appear. There is residual coordinate freedom affecting various compo-
nents of ξ and σab, but we leave these components free.
After dimensional reduction we must define the Einstein frame metric in four dimensions,
and in this work it is convenient to express the higher-dimensional Einstein equations in terms
of four-dimensional Einstein frame quantities. The necessary calculations, expressed in the
variables defined above, are given in Appendix A. The Einstein frame scale factor a and lapse
n are given by
a(t) = eφ/2A(t), n(t) = eφ/2N(t) (2.29)
where
eφ = ℓ−k4+k
∫
e2Ω(t,y
α) det (eM) d
ky (2.30)
and det (eM) is the determinant of the vielbeins e
a that describe the metric of M, and ℓ4+k
is the (4 + k)-dimensional Planck length. In an unwarped compactification, eφ would be the
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volume of the compact space measured in (4 + k)-dimensional Planck lengths, and φ would
be proportional to the universal Kaluza-Klein breathing mode modulus. To obtain a sensible
Einstein-frame action in the warped case, this definition must be modified by mixing the
breathing mode modulus and warp factor. Another way to think about φ is that it measures
the volume of M not in the naive metric defined by the ea, but the volume of M in an
auxiliary conformally related metric onM. This auxiliary metric has vielbeins e˜a defined by
e˜a = e2Ω/kea (2.31)
We will sometimes refer to the metric defined by ea as the “naive” metric onM, and the one
defined by the e˜a as the “auxiliary” or “warped” metric. For the purposes of Kaluza-Klein
reduction, it is more natural to think of this auxiliary metric as the metric onM. The specific
combination of factors appearing in (2.30) is characteristic of warped compactifications. As
one example, it is precisely the combination of factors that appears in the Randall-Sundrum
models [13, 14], and is responsible for the nonstandard relation between the four- and higher-
dimensional Planck lengths that these models exhibit.
As mentioned above, averaging over M provides one of the essential tools employed in
this work, and having defined the metric we can now define the average. The auxiliary metric
on M defines averages 〈Q〉 of functions Q(t, yα) by
〈Q〉 = e−φ
∫
Q(t, yα) e2Ω det (eM) d
ky (2.32)
This is nothing more than the average value of the quantity Q, but in the auxiliary “warped”
metric on M instead of the naive one. This average is canonical because the integral that
appears in (2.32) is precisely the one that appears when one “integrates out” the extra
dimensions in Kaluza-Klein reduction. Since
〈〈Q〉〉 = 〈Q〉 (2.33)
the averaging process defines a projection operator, acting on the space of functions on M,
and projecting to the subspace of constant functions on M. Any quantity Q is split into a
constant mode Q0 plus a “fluctuating” mode Q⊥ given by
Q0(t) = 〈Q(t, y
α)〉, Q⊥(t, y
α) = Q(t, yα)−Q0(t) (2.34)
Starting from the identity 0 = 〈Q⊥〉 and differentiating leads to
〈Q˙⊥〉 = −〈2Ω˙⊥Q⊥ + ξ⊥Q⊥〉 (2.35)
Therefore, unless 2Ω˙⊥ + ξ⊥ = 0, 〈Q⊥〉 = 0 does not imply 〈Q˙⊥〉 = 0. The relation (2.35) is
precisely analogous to the connection coefficients of differential geometry. Splitting functions
on M into constant and fluctuation modes is similar to choosing a basis of vector fields in
a manifold. Under parallel transport, the components of a given vector change due to both
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“real” changes in the vector and changes in the basis vectors at different points. Likewise, the
splitting of Q into Q0 and Q⊥ will change not only because of changes to Q itself, but also
because of changes in the projection as the underlying metric evolves with time, as reflected
by Ω˙⊥ and ξ⊥.
While the average weighted by volume in the auxiliary metric onM is in a sense the most
“natural” one, it is only one member of a larger family of averages. While other members
of the family lack as clear a physical interpretation as the canonical one (2.32), they are
essential in the arguments below. This family is parameterised by a constant A and the
averages denoted by 〈·〉A. They act on quantities Q by
〈Q(t, yα)〉A =
(∫
eAΩQ det (eM) d
ky
)(∫
eAΩ det (eM) d
ky
)−1
(2.36)
The case A = 2 is the canonical average, and so 〈·〉 = 〈·〉2. These averages do not depend on
the unphysical zero mode (constant piece) of the warp factor Ω, nor do they depend on the
overall volume of M in any metric. For different values of A, these more general averages
are sensitive to quantities in different parts of the manifold M. As in the case of 〈·〉, each
member of this family defines a constant mode and a fluctuation. We denote these with the
subscript A, so
Q(t)0|A = 〈Q(t, y
α)〉A, Q(t, y
α)⊥|A = Q(t, y
α)−Q(t)0|A (2.37)
When comparing the components defined by two different members of this family of averages
we have
Q(t)0|A = Q(t)0|B + f(t) Q(t, y
α)⊥|A = Q(t, y
α)⊥|B − f(t) (2.38)
where f(t) depends on Q, A and B but is constant over M. This means that the definitions
of the constant and perpendicular modes differ by constants when switching between different
averages. The analogue of (2.35) is
〈Q˙⊥|A〉A = −〈AΩ˙⊥|AQ⊥|A + ξ⊥|AQ⊥|A〉A (2.39)
As in the case of (2.35), we can interpret this (2.39) as giving the connection coefficients
as the decomposition basis changes with time. Different values of A correspond to different
choices of the decomposition basis. Just as connection coefficients change under a change of
basis, so too does the relation (2.39).
To obtain a sensible four-dimensional theory it is necessary to place a single restriction
on the evolution of the metric on M. The restriction is
2Ω˙⊥ + ξ⊥ = 0 (2.40)
Detailed arguments supporting this restriction are given in detail in Appendix C, but here we
merely describe the equations that result when (2.40) is assumed. The restriction eliminates
scalar deformations ofM that preserve its total volume in the auxiliary “warped” metric. It is
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essential to note that this does not mean that theM can only evolve by uniform “breathing-
mode” transformations, since shear-type transformations, which are volume-preserving, are
allowed. The only allowed scalar transformation which changes the volume density of M as
measured by e˜a is the one associated with φ, the breathing mode (dilation) of the warped
metric on M. The restriction also does not mean that the metric cannot undergo any scalar
transformations: the naive unwarped metric on M can undergo volume-preserving scalar
deformations, but these must be associated with changes to the warp factor as dictated by
(2.40).
There are two useful formulas which enable us to simplify averages of derivatives. For
general A the restriction (2.40) is expressed differently. Using (2.38) we see that, for any
other choice of average A, there is a function f(t) which is constant on M so that
2Ω˙⊥|A + ξ⊥|A = f(t) (2.41)
Using this in (2.39) gives
〈Q˙⊥|A〉A = (A/2− 1)〈ξ⊥|AQ⊥|A〉A (2.42)
This formula allows us to trade time derivatives of various quantities for factors of ξ⊥ within
averages. Another formula follows from integration by parts and is employed frequently below.
Denoting by △˚ the Laplacian in the naive metric on M, by integration by parts we have
〈eBΩ△˚Ω〉A = −(A+B)〈eBΩ(∂Ω)2〉A (2.43)
provided that Ω satisfies suitable integrability requirements.6 This formula plays a crucial
role in dealing with warp factor contributions to the Einstein equations.
3. Curvature-free compactifications
In this section we describe the no-go results that obtain when the compactification manifold
M has a curvature-free metric for which R˚ vanishes everywhere. Important examples of such
manifolds are one-dimensional manifolds, flat tori realised at Rk/Λ with Λ a lattice, tori with
everywhere nonnegative Ricci scalar, and SU(n), Sp(n), G2 and Spin(7) special holonomy
manifolds [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. In Section 3.1 we derive the e-folding bounds for the case in
which the four-dimensional w is constant. These limits are summarised in Figure 3. This
method also generalizes in a simple way to time-dependent equations-of-state. In Section
3.2 we show how the results for constant w can be used to put bounds on w with arbitrary
time-dependence.
The arguments here rest on a useful lemma, which is stated and proven in Appendix D.
There is a related proof regarding NEC violation with precisely de Sitter expansion which
we give in Appendix E. Some technical details concerning the k = 4 theorems are given in
Appendix F.
6Essentially this requirement is that integration by parts is allowed. This is where our assumption thatM
has no boundaries is important. When orbifold boundaries exist, we work on a boundary-free covering space.
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3.1 Constant w
According to the lemma proven in Appendix D, if the NEC is satisfied we must have ρD+PD3 ≥
0 and ρD+PDk ≥ 0, with ρD, PD3 and PDk defined in Appendix B. Using the Einstein equations
(B.4) and averaging over M using 〈·〉A yields
n2e−φ〈e2Ω(ρD + PD3 )〉A = n
2(ρT + PT )− k + 2
2k
ξ20|A −
k + 2
2k
〈ξ2⊥|A〉A − 〈σ2〉A (3.1)
where ρT and PT are the total four-dimensional energy density and pressure, as defined in
(B.4). This expression is independent of the curvature and warp on M. When the four-
dimensional energy density ρT and pressure PT satisfy ρT + PT > 0, the NEC requirement
ρD+PD3 ≥ 0 is consistent with nonvanishing kinetic energy. This has important consequences
for the ρD + PDk ≥ 0 condition, which after averaging over M is
n2e−φ〈e2Ω(ρD + PDk )〉A =
n2
2
(ρT + 3PT ) + 2
(
A
4
− 1
)
k + 2
2k
〈ξ2⊥|A〉A
− k + 2
2k
ξ20|A − 〈σ2〉A
+
[(
4
k
− 1
)
(A+ 2) +
(
4− 4
k
)]
〈e2Ω(∂Ω)2〉A
+
k + 2
2k
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
ξ0|A
)
(3.2)
Some of these terms are negative definite, but some have no definite sign – especially the last
term. Since dξ/dt can be arbitrarily large, it can compensate for any negative contributions
in the previous lines, no matter how large. Therefore there cannot be a no-go theorem
for instantaneous non-de Sitter acceleration if M is dynamical. However, this observation
suggests a strategy for proving no-go theorems for eternal acceleration. It is true one can
“beat” the energy conditions if dξ/dt is large: but if maintained indefinitely, ξ itself becomes
large, eventually violating the NEC condition (3.1). In the following sections, we use this
observation to bound the amount of accelerated expansion that is possible without violating
the NEC.
We use these observations to prove our no-go theorems by introducing the concept of an
“optimal” solution for ξ0|A at a specific value of A. In the context of a specific model the
time evolution of ξ0, ξ⊥, σ and Ω is fixed, but we imagine that we are free to choose these
functions as desired. The optimal solution is the one which allows the NEC inequalities to
be satisfied for the largest number of e-foldings. Our strategy is to seek a value of A for
which the coefficients of the free terms in (3.2) involving ξ⊥, σ and Ω are all negative, or a
value of A for which their sum is guaranteed to be negative. We call such a value of A and
“optimising” value. When A is fixed an an optimising value, the optimal solution for ξ0|A is
the one in which the sum of terms involving ξ⊥, σ and Ω is fixed at its maximum, and for
which (3.2) vanishes. Any other choice for ξ⊥, σ and Ω forces ξ0|A to evolve more rapidly
with time to satisfy the NEC condition involving (3.2), and leads to a violation of the NEC
condition involving (3.1) in less time.
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3.1.1 0 < k ≤ 4 and k ≥ 10
To begin proving the no-go theorems, we must find an optimising value of A. The simplest
possibility is that all terms except the final one in (3.2) are nonpositive. The 〈ξ2⊥|A〉A term
in the top line of (3.2) requires that
A ≤ 4 (3.3)
The third line of (3.2) requires
A ≤ 2k + 4
k − 4 for k < 4 and A ≥
2k + 4
k − 4 for k > 4 (3.4)
These two nonpositivity conditions are only compatible for k < 4 and k ≥ 10, which we
study in this section, addressing the 4 < k < 10 case in Section 3.1.2. The k = 4 case is a
limit of the k < 4 cases, and establishing this fact requires some technical arguments given
in Appendix F.
For k < 4 and k ≥ 10, where (3.3) and (3.4) can be satisfied simultaneously, an opti-
mal solution must have ξ⊥|A = 0, since the coefficient of 〈ξ
2
⊥|A〉A is nonpostive. The 〈σ〉
2
A
coefficient is always negative so σ = 0. Likewise, the optimal solution corresponds to taking
Ω to be constant over M. In other words the optimal solution is the one associated with a
cosmology in which only the breathing mode of an unwarpedM is dynamical. By focusing on
the optimal solution we can say something about a very complicated general case by treating
a much simpler situation. The breathing mode dynamics of curvature-free unwarped com-
pactifications have been described in Section 2.1. The analysis in this section is more general,
because unlike Section 2.1 we do not assume that the breathing mode field ξ0|A drives the
accelerated expansion.
We can now formulate a differential equation whose solution is the slowest evolution of
ξ0|A compatible with the NEC in the higher-dimensional theory. To put these equations in a
simple form we take the lapse and scale factor to be
n = 1, a(t) = (t/tref)
2/3(1+w) (3.5)
corresponding to evolution in physical time t and a constant equation of state w. (Time
dependent w is discussed in Section 3.2). We set the reference time tref = 1 as it drops out
of our final results. The Friedmann equations imply
ρT =
4
3(1 + w)2t2
(3.6)
where ρT is the total energy density in the four-dimensional universe, and not just that
associated with the modular dynamics ofM. With these definitions the optimal solution for
ξ0|A obeys
d
dt
ξ0|A +
2
(1 + w)t
ξ0|A = ξ
2
0|A −
2k
k + 2
2(1 + 3w)
3(1 + w)2t2
(3.7)
which comes from the averaged NEC condition (3.2) after setting ξ⊥|A = σ = Ω = 0. This
differential equation is independent of A so long as (3.3) and (3.4) are satisfied. The initial
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conditions for this equation are given by (3.1). If the accelerated period of expansion starts
at t = t0, then the second NEC inequality involving (3.1) is saturated if
ξ(t0)0|A = −
1
t0
√
2k
k + 2
4
3(1 + w)
(3.8)
The initial value of ξ0|A is negative since the differential equation (3.7) indicates ξ0|A is
increasing. The NEC condition (3.1) indicates that if there exists a time t1 > t0 with
ξ(t1)0|A = +
1
t1
√
2k
k + 2
4
3(1 + w)
(3.9)
then the NEC is violated. If such a t1 exists, then satisfying higher-dimensional NEC is only
compatible with a transient period of acceleration. To solve (3.7) we introduce a new variable
v defined by
v(t)
t
= ξ(t)0|A (3.10)
the new variable v(t) is proportional to the fractional energy density contributed by ξ0|A. In
terms of this new variable, (3.7) becomes
t
dv
dt
= v2 + αv + β (3.11)
where
α =
w − 1
w + 1
(3.12)
and
β = − 4k(1 + 3w)
3(k + 2)(1 + w)2
(3.13)
The boundary conditions (3.8) and (3.9) define boundary values ±vF of v by
vF =
√
2k
k + 2
4
3(1 + w)
(3.14)
These equations are only relevant when A is chosen so that (3.3) and (3.4) are satisfied. We
have established that values of A satisfying these conditions exist for all 0 < k < 4 and
k ≥ 10, but since the differential equation (3.11) and initial conditions (3.14) are independent
of A, the precise value chosen for A is irrelevant.
Some useful information can be gleaned from the phase structure of the differential equa-
tion (3.11). If there is to be a finite number of e-foldings, then the right-hand side of (3.11)
must be nonzero for all values of −vF < v < vF . The zeros of the right-hand side are located
at
v±0 = −α/2±
√
(α/2)2 − β = −α/2± i∆ (3.15)
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So long as ∆ is real, there are no zeros in the right-hand side of (3.11) between −vF and vF .
∆ is real if w < w∆, with w∆ defined by
w∆ =
6− 21k + 8√6√k2 − k
3(2 + k)
(3.16)
The value of w∆ does not completely determine the range of w for which acceleration is
transient. The range is larger than −1 ≤ w < w∆ if ∆ is imaginary and the zeros lie outside
the range [−vF , vF ]. Then, as v moves from −vF to vF , it never encounters a zero, and
acceleration is transient. For fixed k, the position of the zeros v±0 and vF are both functions
of w: therefore there is a critical value of w, denoted w×, at which one of the zeros first
crosses in (or out) of the range [−vF , vF ]. The right-hand side of (3.11) is positive until the
smaller zero crosses into the range, which always occurs at
w× = − k + 6
3k + 6
(3.17)
This is precisely the equation of state wk obtained by compactifying a (4 + k)-dimensional
cosmological constant to four dimensions. At some w ∈ [−1, w×] there exists a zero between
−vF and vF . For this reason, the transient range of w cannot be larger than −1 ≤ w < w×.
This is an important consistency check, for since w× = wk, and we can always construct a
model with eternal acceleration and w = wk, it stands to reason that there should be no
transience constraint for w > w× = wk.
By studying the position of the zeros we can determine the precise range in w for which
there is a transience constraint. For k ≤ 3 it turns out that w∆ ≤ w×, but the zeros of
the right-hand side lie outside the range [−vF , vF ]. In these cases the right-hand side of
(3.11) does not vanish unless w ≥ w×, and so acceleration must be transient for all w < w×.
Since w× = wk, this constraint is optimal, for eternally accelerating universes with w = wk
exist by construction. For k ≥ 3, we still have w∆ < w×, but now the zero lies within the
range [−vF , vF ]. For these k acceleration must be transient for w < w∆ and can be eternal
otherwise. Therefore the limit is set by w× for k ≤ 3, and by w∆ for k ≥ 3. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.
We obtain an explicit expression for the allowed number of e-folds by solving the differ-
ential equation (3.11). The solution is
v(t) = −α
2
+ ∆tan [∆(ln t+ γ)] (3.18)
where γ is an integration constant. This form of the solution is valid when ∆ is real: otherwise
we must analytically continue this expression. The beginning and ending conditions for v are
symmetrical
v(t) = ±vF (3.19)
Using these ingredients we can find the total number N of e-foldings that are possible. We
use
N =
2
3(1 + w)
ln
(
t1
t0
)
(3.20)
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Figure 2: The solid curves bound the region [−vF , vF ] outside of which the NEC is violated. For
fixed w, trajectories with the maximal number of e-foldings begin with v at the bottom solid curve,
and move vertically upwards. The dashed curves show zeros v±0 of the right-hand side of (3.11),
representing fixed points of the evolution of v. The solid vertical lines denote the value w× at which
the fixed point moves into the region [−vF , vF ]. The dashed vertical lines at w∆ separate regions
where ∆ is real (to the left) and imaginary (to the right). For k = 1, 2, 3 any value of w to the left of
this line allows v to reach the top curve in finite time, while for values of w to the right v reaches a
fixed point and is trapped. For k = 4, the relevant limit is w∆ which is slightly less than w×.
where t0 and t1 are the times at the beginning and end of acceleration, so that v(t0) = −vF
and v(t1) = +vF . Then by integrating (3.11) we obtain
N =
2
3(1 + w)
1
∆
Tan−1
[
2vF∆
β − v2F
]
(3.21)
This is only valid for 0 < k < 4 and k ≥ 10 when (3.3) and (3.4) is satisfied, and in this
regime is independent of A.
One must be careful when using (3.21) because of the branch cut in Tan−1 when its
argument goes to infinity at w = −3/5. (This is really only an issue when w∆ > −3/5
which holds for k > 3). We can circumvent the branch cut problem by using the equivalent
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Figure 3: A summary of the constraints on curvature-free models. The upper curve denotes the
maximal possible exclusion region for no-go theorems, since explicit eternally accelerating models can
be constructed with these values of w. Below the lower lines, models are forced to have transient accel-
eration or violate the NEC in the higher-dimensional theory. Below the lower solid line, acceleration
must be transient, and below the dashed lines the number of e-foldings is bounded as shown. The
k = 4 case is a continuation of the k < 4 cases.
expression
N =
2
3∆(1 + w)
[
Tan−1
(
α/2 + vF
∆
)
− Tan−1
(
α/2− vF
∆
)]
(3.22)
in which the arguments of both Tan−1 are finite. When w > w∆ then ∆ is imaginary and we
should use the analytic continuation of (3.21)
N =
2
3(1 + w)
1
|∆|Tanh
−1
[
2vF |∆|
β − v2F
]
(3.23)
This is an issue for k < 3, where it is the crossing point w× which determines the range of w
for which there is a transience constraint. For the latter expression to be valid, the argument
of Tanh−1 must be in [−1,+1], which is true provided that
w ≤ − k + 6
3k + 6
= wk (3.24)
This is always satisfied, since we for w > wk the maximum number of e-folds is infinite. These
limits are summarised, along with those in other dimensions, in Figures 3 and 4.
As discussed in detail in Appendix F, for k = 4 we can use the limit k → 4− of the k < 4
constraints described here.
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Figure 4: Summary of e-folding constraints for curvature-freeM, showing the maximum number of
e-folds allowed at a given value of w. Left panel: from top to bottom curve, k = 1 to 4. Right panel:
k = 5 to 15 from left to right, dotted curves for k = 5− 9, and solid curves are for k ≥ 10.
3.1.2 4 < k < 10
For 4 < k < 10 the coefficients of the warp terms, of ξ2⊥|A and of σ
2 are not simultaneously
nonpositive for any A. We study these cases by choosing A so that the sum of multiple terms
is nonpositive, even though some individual terms are themselves positive. The essential
observation is that, while the coefficient of 〈ξ2⊥|A〉A is positive, the term cannot be arbitrarily
large thanks to (3.1). Using (3.1) reveals
k + 2
2k
〈ξ2⊥|A〉A ≤ n2(ρT + PT ) (3.25)
By saturating this inequality (3.2) gives
n2e−φ〈e2Ω(ρD + PDk )〉A =
n2ρT
2
[(A− 3) + w(A− 1)] + other terms (3.26)
Since ρT ≥ 0 then the first line in (3.2) is nonpositive provided that
A ≤ 3 + w
1 + w
(3.27)
For 4 < k < 10 the weaker condition (3.27) replaces the condition (3.3) which ensured the
ξ2⊥|A term was nonpositive. The other condition on A, coming from the warp factors, remains
the same as (3.4). There is also the condition A ≥ 2 which arises from the ξ20 term. This
condition is never important, for if we could choose A < 2 then we would certainly have
A < 4, but this choice is already excluded by the other constraints on A. Therefore the
constraints on the optimising A in the 4 < k < 10 case are given by (3.4) and (3.27).
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Before establishing the existence of optimising values of A, we derive the differential
equations satisfied by the optimal solution. If an optimising A is chosen which satisfies (3.4)
and (3.27), then the optimal solution has σ = ∂Ω = 0, yielding
〈ξ2⊥|A〉A = −ξ20|A +
2k
k + 2
4
3(1 + w)
t−2 (3.28a)
d
dt
ξ0|A +
2
1 +w
t−1ξ0|A =
(
A
2
− 1
)
ξ20|A −
4k [(A− 3) + w(A− 1)]
3(k + 2)(1 + w)2
(3.28b)
The second equation is similar to (3.7), but now depends on A. We define a parameter u(t)
which is closely related to v(t) by
ξ0|A =
1
A/2− 1
u(t)
t
(3.29)
The function u(t) obeys
t
du
dt
= u2 + αu+ βA (3.30)
which is similar to the differential equation (3.11) for v(t), but with
βA = −2k(A− 2) [(A− 3) + w(A− 1)]
3(k + 2)(1 +w)2
(3.31)
and boundary conditions u(t) = ±uF with
uF = (A/2− 1)
√
2k
k + 2
4
3(1 + w)
= (A/2 − 1)vF (3.32)
Unlike the situation in Section 3.1.1, after satisfying the constraints (3.4) and (3.27), our
specific choice of optimising A influences the bounds of w in the no-go theorem. The zeros of
the right-hand side of the u-equation are located at
u±0 = −α/2 ± i∆A (3.33)
where α is given by (3.12), and
∆A =
√
βA − (α/2)2 (3.34)
where ∆A depends on A. The w at which ∆A = 0, denoted w∆(A), gives an estimate of the
w for which there is a transience constraint: the analysis of the last section suggests that
acceleration must be transient for w < w∆(A), and may possibly have to be transient for
even larger w if the zeros u±0 lie outside the range [−uF , uF ].
We employ the strategy of choosing A so that w∆(A), and therefore the interval in w
for which there is a transience constraint, is as large as possible. Other strategies can be
envisioned – for example, choosing A so that the transience bound for w is lower, but the
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Figure 5: Left panel: Value of w∆ at which ∆A becomes imaginary, as a function of A, plotted for
k = 5. The maximum value of w∆ is always equal to wk. Right panel: The solid curve shows the lower
bound on A coming from positivity requirements in (3.4): A must lie above this line. After k = 10,
we can choose A = 4 which gives an optimal average. The long-dashed line shows A∗, the value of A
for which w∆ is largest. The short-dashed line shows Amin, and for A < Amin ∆ is always imaginary.
number of allowed e-folds at fixed w is smaller. A plot of w∆(A) for various A is given in the
left panel of Figure 5. The function has a maximum value at A∗ given by
A∗ = 3
(
1 +
1
k
)
(3.35)
The quantity w∆(A∗) is the largest value of w below which acceleration must be transient,
and is
w∆(A∗) = − k + 6
3k + 6
= wk (3.36)
This is perfectly consistent, since we should not be able to adjust A and obtain a constraint
on transient acceleration for models which have eternal acceleration and satisfy the NEC by
construction. The quantity w∆(A) is real provided that A > Amin with
Amin = 1 +
√
3
[
1 +
2
k
]1/2
(3.37)
Since 2.73 . Amin . 4 this constraint is redundant with those we have already studied. The
two functions Amin and A∗ are plotted in the right panel of Figure 5.
To make w∆(A) as large as possible, we should choose A to be as close to A∗ as possible.
As can be seen in the right panel of Figure 5, the warping constraint (3.4) prevents us from
choosing A = A∗. In fact the values of A allowed by this constraint are always larger than
A∗, and lie above the solid line shown in the right panel of Figure 5. The “best” choice of A,
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which gives the largest value of w∆, is the one which saturates the warp constraint. Therefore
we choose A = Abest, with
Abest =
2k + 4
k − 4 (3.38)
which means A lies on the solid line in the right panel of Figure 5. We use the subscript
“best” in A-dependent quantities to indicate that we are evaluating them with A = Abest.
Then for 4 < k ≤ 10 we have w∆best = w∆(Abest) given by
w∆best =
32− 128k − 22k2 + k3 + 16√2√−k4 + 17k3 + 32k2 − 48k
(k − 4)2(k + 2) (3.39)
As a check, there is a constraint on A which requires that the combination of ρT , PT and
ξ2⊥|A terms are nonpositive. For our choice of A the maximum value of w allowed by (3.27) is
w+ =
k − 16
k + 8
(3.40)
For our choice of optimum A, we have w+ > w∆best and so this constraint is automatically
satisfied. This is illustrated in Figure 6.
Our choice of A = Abest in (3.38) therefore satisfies all available constraints. As a final
consistency check, the phase space analysis indicates that w∆best completely controls when
there is a transience constraint. That is, the crossing points w× are all at higher w than
w∆best. There are no subleties with zeros of the right-hand side of the u-equation crossing in
and out of the region [−uF , uF ] as in the cases studied in Section 3.1.1. So by maximising
w∆(A) as a function of A we have obtained transience constraints for the widest possible
range of w values. Whenever w < w∆best, the number of e-folds in the four-dimensional
cosmology must be finite to satisfy the higher-dimensional NEC. To illustrate these points,
phase space plots for several of the 4 < k < 10 cases are shown in Figure 6.
Since the differential equation satisfied by u is essentially the one we found for v in Section
3.1.1, the solutions are also similar. The e-fold bound is
N =
2
3(1 + w)
1
∆best
Tan−1
[
2uFbest∆best
βbest − u2Fbest
]
(3.41)
where
∆best =
√
βbest − (α/2)2 (3.42)
with
βbest = −8k [k(w − 1) + 8(2 + w)]
(k − 4)2(k + 2)(1 + w)2 (3.43)
and
uFbest =
4
√
6
k − 4
√
k
(2 + k)(1 + w)
(3.44)
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Figure 6: Curves for the “best” choice A = Abest. (Note different vertical scale on bottom panels)
The solid curves show ±uFbest, so u starts on the lower curve and travels directly upward to the upper
curve. The dashed curves show the zeros u±0best of the right-hand side of the u-equation, and are fixed
points. The solid vertical lines shows the intersection of these two curves at w×. The long-dashed
vertical line shows w∆best at which ∆ is switching from real to imaginary. The short-dashed vertical
line shows the largest w, denoted w+, allowed from positivity constraints, which is always larger than
w∆best.
The argument to the Tan−1 is real when w < w∆best, and since the region in w for which
there is a transience constraint is bounded by w∆best, we need not worry about analytically
continuing (3.41). The argument to the Tan−1 in (3.41) does have a pole at
wpole =
k − 28
k + 20
(3.45)
which leads one over the branch in the Tan−1 function. Since wpole < w∆best for 4 < k < 10
this pole must always be dealt with. One way to avoid the branch choice is to use
N =
2
3(1 + w)∆best
[
Tan−1
(
α/2 + uFbest
∆best
)
− Tan−1
(
α/2 − uFbest
∆best
)]
(3.46)
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The arguments to the Tan−1 are real and finite in the full range −1 ≤ w < w∆best. These
e-folding bounds are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.
3.2 Time-varying w
To obtain simple expressions for the e-folding bounds in Section 3.1, we have assumed that
w is constant. Nonetheless, this allows us to place e-folding bounds on time-varying w, as
we show below. By this we mean the total four-dimensional effective w(t) = PT /ρT and not
only the w of energy components of the four-dimensional universe which come from moduli
dynamics. We relax the subscript “T” in the following for clarity of notation, but we are
always referring to the total energy density and pressure.
We claim that, if the four-dimensional effective w(t) varies with time over the interval
t ∈ [t0, t1], but always satisfies w(t) ≤ w⋆, with w⋆ a constant, then
N [w(t)] ≤ N(w⋆) (3.47)
where N [w(t)] is the maximum allowed number of e-foldings given the time-varying w(t), and
N(w⋆) is the e-folding bound derived for constant w = w⋆ in the previous sections.
Heuristically, the claim (3.47) is a consequence of the monotonic nature of the e-folding
bounds. As is evident in Figure 4, when w is smaller the allowed number of e-folds N(w) is
as well. Therefore one cannot extract more e-foldings by decreasing w.
Less heuristically, the transience constraints work because, to satisfy the NEC, the time
derivative of ξ0|A has to balance the negative-definite terms in (3.2). When w is time-
dependent, these terms are never smaller. To show this, along with the universe with energy
density ρ, we construct an auxiliary universe with w = w⋆, normalised so that ρ(t0) = ρ⋆.
Since
d ln ρ
d ln a
= −3(1 +w) (3.48)
and w(t) ≤ w⋆, then ρ(t) ≥ ρ⋆ for t0 < t < t1. Taking (3.48) for ρ and ρ⋆ and dividing yields
d ln ρ
d ln ρ⋆
=
1 + w(t)
1 + w⋆
(3.49)
By the assumption that w(t) ≤ w⋆, the right hand side is always ≤ 1, and so we can rewrite
(3.49) as
(1 + w(t))ρ ≤ (1 + w⋆)ρ⋆ (3.50)
This also implies
(1 + 3w(t))ρ ≤ (1 + 3w⋆)ρ⋆ (3.51)
which follows from (3.50) since ρ and ρ⋆ are positive and w(t) ≤ w⋆. The results (3.50)
and (3.51) show that, while ρ is larger than ρ⋆, its w is sufficiently more negative that the
combinations ρ + P and ρ + 3P are in fact smaller. This means that the time derivative of
ξ0|A must be larger.
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We prove the claim (3.47) by contradiction. We assume that ξ0|A is the optimal solution
for the profile w(t), and that it allows more e-foldings than the optimal solution for w = w⋆.
Then ξ0|A obeys the differential equation obtained by saturating the inequality (3.2) after
setting ξ⊥ = σ = 0. This differential equation, written for non-constant w, is
dξ0|A
dt
+ 3Hξ0|A − ξ20|A +
(
1 + 3w
2
)(
2k
k + 2
)
ρ = 0 (3.52)
We define a variable ζ by
ξ0|A = Hζ (3.53)
and since the Friedmann equations imply H˙ = −3H2(1 + w)/2, we transform (3.52) to
H−1
dζ
dt
+
3(1− w)
2
ζ − ζ2 + 3k(1 + 3w)
k + 2
= 0 (3.54)
Next we trade the proper time variable t for the number of e-foldings N by
d
dt
→ dN
dt
d
dN
= H
d
dN
(3.55)
Which transforms (3.54) into
dζ
dN
= ζ2 +
3(w − 1)
2
ζ − 3k(1 + 3w)
k + 2
(3.56)
The boundary conditions for this differential equation are, as before, defined by saturating
(3.1). In terms of the variables defined here, the boundary conditions are ζ = ±ζF with
ζF =
[
6k(1 + w)
k + 2
]1/2
(3.57)
where ζF is a function of time when w is. To satisfy the NEC, the inequality (3.2) implies
that −ζF ≤ ζ ≤ +ζF . The bounding value ζF is never larger for time-dependent w under our
assumption that w(t) ≤ w⋆.
We establish the claim (3.47) by showing that (3.56) implies that dζ/dN is never smaller
for w(t) than for w⋆. Of the three terms on the right-hand side of (3.56), the first is indepen-
dent of w, the second decreases if w does, and the last increases as w decreases. For the same
value of ζ, we subtract the version of (3.56) for time-varying w from the version of (3.56) for
constant w = w⋆. This gives
3(w⋆ − w)
2
(
ζ − 6k
k + 2
)
(3.58)
If this difference is positive, then the right-hand side of (3.56) is larger for the constant
w = w⋆, and if negative, the right-hand side is larger for time-varying w. Since w⋆ ≥ w, the
difference (3.58) is only positive if ζ > 6k/(k+2). However the boundary conditions – which
is really the NEC condition (3.1) – imply that ζ ≤ ζF . Furthermore, using our definition
(3.57) of ζF we have
ζF ≤ 2
(
k
k + 2
)1/2
< 2 (3.59)
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where the first inequality follows from (3.57) because ζF assumes its maximum possible value
when w = −1/3, and the second obtains because the parenthetical expression is always
less than unity for finite positive k. The bound (3.59) means that ζ can never satisfy ζ >
6k/(k + 2), and so (3.58) is never positive. Since (3.58) is never positive dζ/dN is never
smaller for time-dependent w than it is for constant w = w⋆. But since dζ/dN is never
smaller and ζF never larger in the time-dependent case, the total number of e-foldings cannot
be larger than in the constant-w case. This proves the assertion (3.47).
The argument above has been given for the curvature-free case when k < 4 or k ≥ 10,
though similar proofs hold for other values of k and the curved cases. In cases where the
bound (3.47) does not give useful constraints, or more precision is required, a bound can be
obtained by directly integrating the differential equations arising from (3.1) and (3.2) given
a specific function w(t).
4. Curved compactifications
In Section 3 we assumed that the Ricci scalar of M vanishes everywhere. This is sufficient
for special manifolds that are guaranteed to be curvature-free. As described in Section 2.1,
introducing curvature weakens the no-go theorem, but implies a certain degree of fine-tuning.
It may be that this tuning is well-motivated in specific models. Or we could also regard
the whole problem of “tuning” as essentially a matter of opinion and aesthetics. With this
in mind we describe the best that one can hope to do when M is curved. There are two
approaches to this issue.
The first approach involves constructing quantities that are independent of the curvature
of M and leads to a no-go theorem involving the SEC. In Section 4.1 we construct a one-
parameter family of curvature-independent averages, and by using a specific member of the
family, we show that the SEC puts limits on the number of e-folds of expansion with w > −1,
irrespective of the curvature ofM. This is similar to the non-de Sitter cases studied in Section
3.1, but the NEC is replaced by the SEC, and we obtain different threshold w and different
e-folding constraints. This no-go theorem is a natural extension of the SEC de Sitter no-go
described in [10, 11] to cases where extra dimensions are dynamical.
The second approach involves a limit process and leads to a no-go theorem involving the
NEC. In Section 4.2 we show that, although the SEC must be violated by four-dimensional
de Sitter expansion, it is possible to construct de Sitter models that satisfy the NEC if the
curvature ofM is carefully tuned and the warp factor vanishes. For this case the constraints
on curved M are much weaker than those we derived in Appendix E for curvature-free M.
In Section 4.2, we show that NEC violation can be proven if the Ricci scalar and warp factor
satisfy a “bounded average condition.”
4.1 Non-de Sitter and the SEC
To prove no-go theorems for curved compactification manifoldsM, we choose to study quan-
tities that are independent of the curvature of M. There is family of linear combinations of
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ρD, PD3 and P
D
k which fit this requirement, which we construct in Appendix G. The family is
parameterized by a single parameter γ. In Appendix G we also study the positivity require-
ments and find optimal values of A. The technique of proof is very similar to that employed
in Section 3.1, and we refer the reader there for details of the methodology.
Using the results in Appendix G, the SEC inequality (1.2), when ta = (1, 0, . . . ), is
equivalent to (G.1) and (G.2) for the specific choice γ = γ⋆ with
γ⋆ =
3
1 + k
(4.1)
So by taking γ = γ⋆, we can use the machinery of Appendix G to probe the SEC.
7 For γ = γ⋆
the differential equation (G.13) describing the optimal solution becomes
t
dv
dt
=
k + 2
k
v2 +
w − 1
w + 1
v − 4(1 + 3w)
3(1 + w)2
(4.2)
For this choice of γ, the arguments in the previous section show that there exists an A such that
the pair (γ⋆, A) satisfy the nonpositivity constraints. Neither the differential equation (4.2)
nor the boundary conditions (G.15) depend on A, so the precise value chosen is immaterial.
We can now carry out the phase plane analysis as in Section 3.1. A typical plot is shown
in Figure 7. First we seek the zeros of the right-hand side of (4.2) in order to determine when
there is a transience constraint. The zeros are located at
v±0⋆ = −α⋆/2± i∆⋆ (4.3)
with
α⋆ =
k(w − 1)
(k + 2)(w + 1)
(4.4)
and
∆⋆ = −32k + 19k
2 + 96kw + 42k2w + 3k2w2
2
√
3(k + 2)(w + 1)
(4.5)
So long as ∆⋆ is real, there are no zeros on the right-hand side of (4.2). This is the case for
w < w∆⋆ =
−48− 21k + 8√6√6 + 5k + k2
3k
(4.6)
In the absence of zeros, dv/dt > 0 and so it seems likely that v goes from −vF to +vF in
finite time. In earlier sections, we showed that the range of w for which there is a transience
constraint can be no smaller than −1 ≤ w ≤ w∆⋆ but could be larger if the zeros exist but
are located outside of [−vF , vF ]. For the NEC cases it was important to take account of this
possibility, but here the only w×⋆ at which v
±
0⋆ crosses ±vF occur at
w×⋆ = 1,−1
3
+
4
3k
(4.7)
7In the NEC case we proved a lemma which allowed us to study only the trace parts of the stress-energy.
Here such a lemma is unnecessary, for we are considering only ta = (1, 0, . . . ) and only the trace parts of TDab
and a single component T00 = ρ
D appear in the SEC condition with this choice.
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These values of w are outside the accelerating range of w, so when the zeros first appear at
w = w∆⋆, if they are within the range [−vF , vF ], they do not cross outside this range for any
accelerating w. Likewise if the zeros appear outside the range [−vF , vF ] they cannot cross in
for any accelerating w. The location vappear of the zeros when they first appear is found by
evaluating (4.3) at w = w∆⋆, which gives
vappear =
2k
5k + 16
[
1 +
√
6
√
k + 3
k + 2
]
(4.8)
We should compare this to the value of vF when the zeros first appear, denoted by vFappear
and obtained by evaluating (G.15) at w = w∆⋆, yielding
vFappear =
2k√
(2 + k)
[
−24− 9k + 4√6√(k + 2)(k + 3)] (4.9)
For all positive k, vappear ∈ [−vFappear, vFappear], so when the zeros appear they do so inside the
range [−vF , vF ]. This means that w∆⋆ controls the range of w for which there is a transience
constraint: for −1 ≤ w < w∆⋆ satisfying the SEC implies that accelerated expansion must
be transient.
To get a precise constraint on the number of e-foldings, we solve the differential equation
(4.2) using the boundary conditions (G.15), and derive the e-folding constraint as in Section
3.1. This gives
N =
2k
3(1 + w)(k + 2)∆⋆
Tan−1
[
2∆⋆vF
∆2⋆ + (α⋆/2)
2 − v2F
]
(4.10)
When w passes through −3/5 the argument to Tan−1 goes through a pole, taking us over a
branch cut. The expression (4.10) assumes that we stay on the Riemann sheet which keeps
N continuous, which can also be accomplished by splitting the Tan−1 into two terms, giving
N =
2k
3(1 + w)(k + 2)∆⋆
[
Tan−1
(
α⋆/2 + vF
∆⋆
)
−Tan−1
(
α⋆/2 − vF
∆⋆
)]
(4.11)
These functions are plotted for various values of k in Figure 7. As can be seen from the
picture, the constraint curves are relatively insensitive to k.
Thanks to the monotonic nature of N as a function of w, when w is time-dependent we
can conclude that if w(t) ≤ w⋆ then
N [w(t)] ≤ N(w⋆) (4.12)
through arguments substantially identical to those given in Section 3.2. The differential
equations defining the optimal solution can be readily integrated for a preferred function w(t)
if more precision is required.
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Figure 7: Left panel: Phase plane for the curved case when k = 6. The beginning and ending values
of v = ±vF are shown by the solid curves, and the locus v = v±0 where the right-hand side is zero
by the dashed lines. The lowest value of w for which the right-hand side vanishes is shown by the
vertical line. Right panel: The maximum number of e-foldings as a function of w, for various values
of k. From bottom to top curve these are k = 2, 3, . . . , 10.
4.2 Warped de Siter and the NEC
Here we consider whether the SEC-violation can be strengthened to a NEC-violation con-
dition, and find that for this is sometimes possible for pure de Sitter expansion. We begin
by constructing a model which gives de Sitter expansion in four dimensions and satisfies the
NEC. This shows that the energy condition for the SEC no-go theorem cannot be naively
weakened from SEC to NEC. Then, we show that NEC violation is required in some warped
de Sitter compactifications: if M satisfies a “bounded average condition” then de Sitter
expansion violates the NEC.
For de Sitter expansion consistent with the ρD + PD3 NEC condition, M must be static.
Temporarily we take Ω = 0, which gives pointwise Einstein equations
G00 = +λ3 = +3e
φH20 +
1
2
R˚ (4.13a)
1
3
δmnGmn = −λ3 = −3eφH20 −
1
2
R˚ (4.13b)
1
k
δabGab = −λk = −6eφH20 +
(
1
k
− 1
2
)
R˚ (4.13c)
where we have taken n = 1 so that t is the proper time coordinate, and H0 is the four-
dimensional Einstein-frame Hubble constant. The quantities λ3 and λk are the traces of
parts of the (4 + k)-dimensional stress-energy tensor. They are free to vary with position in
an arbitrary way, but they cannot vary with time, for all “metric moduli” are frozen so R˚ is
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constant in time. Equations (4.13a,b) are satisfied if
R˚ = 2λ3 − 6eφH20 (4.14)
which determines the curvature in terms of the other two variables. The ρD + PD3 condition
is trivially satisfied, while the ρD + PDk NEC condition is equivalent to λ3 − λk ≥ 0 which
implies
R˚ ≥ 3keφH20 (4.15)
Taking (4.14) and (4.15) together we have
λ3 ≥ 3(k + 2)
2
eφH20 (4.16)
with a similar requirement on λk. This demonstrates that it is possible to construct a de
Sitter universe which satisfies the higher-dimensional NEC by tuning the curvature. One
apparent limitation of this approach is that if R˚ is negative anywhere on M then (4.15) will
be violated: therefore this tuning argument can only work on manifolds M of everywhere
nonnegative curvature.8 This excludes toy models built from compactification on tori, for a
torus of everywhere nonnegative Ricci curvature must be flat.
Before reinstating the warp factor, we round out the argument in the previous paragraph
by explicitly constructing a model which gives de Sitter expansion in four dimensions and
satisfies the NEC. We take the higher-dimensional stress-energy to be a cosmological constant,
so that λk = λ3 = λ. By adding (4.13a,c) this requires
R˚ = 3keφH20 (4.17)
Therefore the compactification manifold M must have constant positive scalar curvature,
which can be realised in any dimension as a sphere Sk. Using (4.14) implies
λ =
3(k + 2)
2
eφH20 (4.18)
which gives the required value of the higher-dimensional cosmological constant. This model
satisfies the NEC because the higher-dimensional cosmological constant does. We saw in
Section 2.1 that compactifying a cosmological constant on a Ricci-flat M cannot give de
Sitter expansion and satisfy the NEC. We have just shown that this is possible ifM is curved
in a specific way. This mechanism allows some models to satisfy the NEC in unwarped
compactifications on curved spaces (e.g. [84]).
Now we reinstate the warp factor and show that the NEC is violated. In light of the
construction in the previous paragraph, it may seem that warped compactifications should
make it easier to satisfy the NEC, since warping essentially introduces another free function.
We show that this is not necessarily so. To prove this we need to assume that the warp factor
8In [65] a similar argument showed that the Ricci curvature must be nonnegative in all directions to satisfy
the NEC.
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and curvature each satisfy the bounded average condition. The bounded average condition
requires that there exist values AΩ, AR and BR, and a positive number BΩ such that
〈e2Ω(∂Ω)2〉A > BΩ when
{
k > 4 and A > AΩ
k ≤ 4 and A < AΩ
(4.19a)
〈e2ΩR˚〉A < BR when
{
k > 4 and A > AR
k ≤ 4 and A < AR
(4.19b)
This is to say that for k > 4 in the A → +∞ limit, or for k ≤ 4 in the A → −∞ limit, the
warp average is bounded away from zero and the curvature average is bounded above. The
k = 4 case requires some additional discussion for the same reasons as in Section F, and we
return to this case momentarily.9
We now show that if the bounded average condition (4.19a,b) is satisfied then de Sitter
expansion must violate the NEC. In the de Sitter limit we must have ξ0|A = ξ⊥|A = σ = 0.
The averaged ρD + PDk condition is then
〈e2Ω(ρD + PDk )〉A = −3eφH20 +
1
k
〈e2ΩR˚〉A +
[(
4
k
− 1
)
A+
(
2 +
4
k
)]
〈e2Ω(∂Ω)2〉A (4.20)
The key observation is that the warp term coefficient is a function of A while the coefficients
of the other terms are constant in A. If the averages themselves are in some sense bounded
in A, then we can make the warp term as large as we like by making A very positive (or
negative). To make this work we need three things to be true. First, the coefficient of the
warp term must be negative, which is exactly the nonpositivity condition (3.4). Second, we
need the bounded average conditions (4.19a,b) to be satisfed. Last, we need to choose A so
that, depending on dimension, it is either greater than or less than both AΩ and AR. Once
these three conditions are satisfied, we can choose A sufficiently positive (or negative) so that
the last two terms in (4.20) are negative. This amounts to choosing
A ≤ Inf
[
AΩ, AR,
BR/BΩ + (2k + 4)
k − 4
]
when k ≤ 4 (4.21a)
A ≥ Sup
[
AΩ, AR,
BR/BΩ + (2k + 4)
k − 4
]
when k > 4 (4.21b)
which guarantees that the last two terms in (4.20) are nonpositive. Because the first term is
negative, the NEC must be violated.
The method here provides an alternative to the proof in Section E that de Sitter expansion
violates the NEC in the curvature-free case. When M is de Sitter then we can relax the
condition that BΩ is positive, and can allow it to be zero. (In the curved case, we needed
BΩ to be positive to ensure that we could always cancel off the curvature term, but in the
9We are grateful to Juan Maldacena for pointing out that the bounded average condition is not satisfied if
Ω and R are smooth functions ofM, as we erroneously claimed in an earlier version of this work.
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curvature-free case there is no curvature to cancel). We only require that there exists an A
such that the final term in (4.20) is nonpositive to prove NEC violation, which amounts to
A ≤ Inf
[
AΩ,
2k + 4
k − 4
]
when k ≤ 4 (4.22a)
A ≥ Sup
[
AΩ,
2k + 4
k − 4
]
when k > 4 (4.22b)
since such a value of A always exists then de Sitter expansion with curvature-free M must
violate the NEC.
We have postponed dealing with the k = 4 case, but this can be managed in the same
way as in Section F. As in (F.1) we consider the averaged inequality
〈e2Ω
(
ρD + [1 + ǫ]PDk
)
〉A ≥ 0 (4.23)
which has the same warp term coefficient as does (4.20) but the coefficient contains an addi-
tional ǫ-dependent term
ǫ
[(
4
k
− 4
)
A+
(
2 +
4
k
)]
(4.24)
precisely as in (F.2). When k = 4 the coefficient of the warp term is
−3ǫA+ 3(ǫ+ 1) (4.25)
As in Section F we can allow ǫ to approach zero from positive or negative values as desired.
As previously, we take ǫ to approach from negative values. Then for any ǫ < 0 we take
A ≤ Inf
[
AΩ, AR, 1 +
1
ǫ
(
1 +
BR
12BΩ
)]
(4.26)
We have already seen that when R˚ and Ω are smooth and bounded onM, then the A→ −∞
limit exists. This implies that an A satisifying (4.26) exists for all ǫ < 0, and the assertion
is proven by taking the double ǫ → 0−, A → −∞ limit while satisfying (4.26). When R˚ or
Ω are singular it may be that there is a limit to how close to zero ǫ may be adjusted. If the
ǫ → 0− limit of (4.23) exists, then (4.23) excludes everything the NEC excludes except for
a higher-dimensional AdS cosmological term. As in Section F this is not a serious issue in
practice, since the AdS energy density is the wrong sign to give accelerated expansion in four
dimensions. So while violating (4.23) is not precisely equivalent to violating the NEC, it is
close enough.
The ability to prove NEC violation appears to be unique to the de Sitter case, for only
then can we set all of the kinetic terms to zero using the ρD+PD3 NEC condition. We cannot
extend away from de Sitter and prove a NEC transience bound for non-de Sitter expansion
without allowing for these terms to be nonzero. Then, the conditions for nonpositivity do not
always allow us to make A unboundedly large (or small). Nonetheless, it may be possible to
use the techniques here to prove bounds in special cases.
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5. Conclusions
We have proven no-go theorems that show that one must violate certain energy conditions
if accelerating cosmologies are to be accommodated in theories with extra dimensions. In
some cases the relevant energy condition is the strong energy condition (SEC), while in
others it is the weaker null energy condition (NEC). The no-go theorems apply to both exact
de Sitter expansion in the four-dimensional Einstein frame, as well as acceleration with an
effective w > −1. These results improve existing no-go theorems by a weakening of the energy
condition from the SEC to the NEC, by treating cases where acceleration is not exactly de
Sitter, and by including situations where the extra dimensions are dynamical.
The no-go theorems lead us to three interesting conclusions. The first conclusion is that
one can escape the no-go theorems of [10, 11] by four-dimensional acceleration which is not de
Sitter, but that one can only do so transiently, and the new theorems put quantitative bounds
on the amount of accelerated expansion that is allowed. The second conclusion is that NEC
violation is necessary for cosmic acceleration in many interesting models that fall into the
curvature-free category, such as braneworld models and simple Calabi-Yau compactifications.
The third conclusion is that simple experimental measurements can tell us a great deal about
possible-extra dimensional physics: if observations can show that the universe violates the
bounds derived here, then large families of extra-dimensional models can be ruled out.
To what extent the theorems constrain accelerating cosmologies from compactification
of higher-dimensional theories is an interesting question. The SEC is a rather strict energy
condition, but it is satisfied by the fields present in the classical action for M-theory and
other supergravities. This means that one must appeal to other elements of these theories
which violate the SEC, such as D or M branes, to obtain accelerating universes. Interest-
ingly, there are supergravity no-go theorems of an entirely different nature which hold in
the absence of these extended objects. These theorems forbid the presence of warp terms in
pure supergravity compactifications, and show that warping is only possible when extended
objects with sufficently negative pressure are introduced [11, 68]. These extended objects
play an essential role in the rich variety of warped compactifications currently under study
[100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105]. As we have seen in Section 4.2, it is precisely when we have
nonzero warping the SEC no-go theorem extends to a NEC no-go theorem for de Sitter cos-
mologies obtained from curvedM. So while introducing extended objects evades the de Sitter
SEC no-go theorem, it can lead one afoul of the NEC no-go theorem.
Since it is a weaker energy condition, violating the NEC is more serious than violating
the SEC, and the no-go theorems correspondingly more useful. In the case of two-derivative
field theories, there are good reasons to believe that NEC violation goes hand-in-hand with
pathologies such as superluminal signal propagation, unitarity violations, and instabilities
[33, 34, 35, 36]. There are mechanisms by which the NEC can be violated in theories of
physical interest. Some objects in string theory (such as orientifold planes) and quantum
effects (such as Casimir energies) can violate the NEC. Higher derivative terms may permit
NEC violation without associated pathologies: it may be possible to construct pathology-free
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quantum field theories with more than two derivatives [81, 82]. String and M theory have
a characteristic pattern of higher-derivative terms in the low-energy effective action. These
terms are essential in anomaly cancellation, in finding N = 1 string vacua, and in the overall
consistency of the theory. If Einstein’s equations are modified, it may be easier to violate
the NEC without causing pathologies [54, 55]. The no-go theorems indicate that, in some
circumstances, these NEC-violating mechanisms must play an essential role in accommodating
accelerating universes. But, even if such terms prevent pathologies, by repackaging all of the
higher-derivative terms on one side of the field equations and the Einstein tensor on the other,
we obtain an “effective” stress-energy which violates the NEC. This means that a variety of
exotic solutions to Einstein’s equations which require NEC-violating matter could potentially
be permitted [37, 38, 39, 40, 45, 46, 47, 48], but this must be checked on a case-by-case
basis. It would be interesting if we were forced to accept the possibility of exotic solutions
of Einstein’s equations, or modifications to gravity, from observations that the universe is
currently accelerating.
The literature provides many examples of the no-go theorems “in action.” We briefly
discuss a sampling of models with some interesting features:
• Supersymmetric large extra dimensions (SLED) models in six dimensions provide a
very interesting class of examples which evade the conditions of the theorems (see e.g.
[83, 85, 86, 87] and [88] for a review). These models provide especially vivid illustrations
since they have fully explicit descriptions in both six and four dimensions. Therefore
one can check for NEC violation in the six-dimensional theory. These models produce
de Sitter universes without NEC violation, but are not counterexamples to the theorem
of Section 4.2 since the bounded average condition is not satisfied. The models fea-
ture codimension-two branes and there are always curvature singularities at the brane
locations. Our no-go theorems imply that warped de Sitter compactifications of six-
dimensional supergravity, satisfying the bounded average condition, should not exist.10
• Braneworld cosmologies, with a single warped extra dimension, satisfy the conditions
of the theorems for curvature-free M [13, 14, 62, 63, 64]. When the extra dimension
is compact, a negative-tension brane, which violates the NEC, must be present even
in reductions to Minkowski space. There are models in which de Sitter reductions are
possible without apparent NEC violations in addition the negative-tension brane (e.g.
[63]). On the other hand there are also a variety of solutions which cannot give a four-
dimensional de Sitter universe and satisfy the NEC modulo the negative-tension brane
without introducing naked singularities and other pathologies [89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94,
95, 96, 97, 98, 99]. All of this is consistent with the no-go theorems, and the latter
examples suggest that it may be possible to refine the theorems to probe additional
NEC violations in accelerating braneworld cosmologies.
10Assuming such compactifications contain only matter which satisfies the NEC.
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• The “flux compactification” de Sitter constructions in string theory provide further ex-
amples of the no-go theorems (e.g. [100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105]). In these constructions
a fully explicit higher-dimensional description is not yet available. Nonetheless, in some
examples it is known that such a description must contain NEC-violating elements, such
as orientifold planes. These models satisfy the conditions of the no-go theorems, and
contain NEC-violating stress-energy as the theorems predict.11
In each of these examples, the no-go theorems give a sense of the price that must be paid – in
terms of curvature singularities or NEC violation – in order to obtain accelerating cosmologies
in four dimensions.
It seems likely that the no-go theorems presented here can be significantly improved.
Presently the weakest results are for w > −1 universes whenM is curved. In this case we can
only show SEC violation. We have argued that models of this type which give accelerating
universes must balance the curvature ofM against the warp terms and matter stress-energy.
A number of models in a particular subclass, which balance the curvature of R˚ to obtain
accelerating universes, have been constructed. Many of these are based on compactifications
on (possibly non-compact) hyperbolic manifolds [107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112] which are
related to S brane solutions [113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121], and often give only
transient acceleration [122, 123, 124, 125, 126]. Some related non-hyperbolic models also
give only transient acceleration [127, 128, 129, 130]. In many of these models acceleration
is transient because they have a scalar field potential which is too steep to support eternal
acceleration: the scalar field climbs its potential, and as it turns around accelerating solutions
are possible [131]. This has led to conjectures that this is the only possible mechanism for
accelerated expansion in realistic models [132]. Since many of the models above give only
transient acceleration, there may be some problem with using R˚ to drive accelerated expansion
which is not visible using the techniques employed in this work. It would be interesting if
further work could expose these problems, or show that nearly de Sitter eternal acceleration
is possible without violating the anything weaker than the SEC.
The no-go theorems show that satisfying higher-dimensional energy conditions introduces
a tension between cosmic acceleration and moduli stabilisation with interesting experimental
consequences. While some of the models we have studied can accommodate several w > −1
e-foldings, solutions below the threshold w manage to satisfy the relevant energy conditions by
balancing a rapidly increasing ξ0 against other terms in the Einstein equation. Since ξ0 is the
rate of change of the breathing mode of M, the volume of M must vary significantly over a
Hubble time. We cannot significantly slow this evolution, for any solution in whichM evolves
more slowly will not be optimal and will permit fewer e-foldings of accelerated expansion. In
typical Kaluza-Klein reductions, the volume of M controls the values of coupling constants
11In many of these constructions, the presence of p-form flux distorts the Calabi-Yau compactification
manifold away from Ricci-flatness. Nonetheless, in these cases results concerning NEC violation can be obtained
which are similar to those which hold for the curvature-free case discussed here. These results will be described
in a forthcoming publication [106].
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in a model-dependent way. Part of the moduli stabilisation problem is keeping these moduli
fixed so that their associated couplding constants do not vary too much with time. It therefore
seems likely that constraints on varying couplings could be very effective at ruling out cosmic
acceleration in certain classes of models.
Observationally, the new no-go theorems are useful for they show that measurements
of w in the present-day universe can give useful information about the higher-dimensional
theory. The case is sometimes made that experiments which attempt to measure the current
w to great precision are useless for discriminating between different sources of dark energy.
As one example, the dark energy could be a scalar field with potential V . Since in the
slow-roll limit 1 + weff ≃ V ′/V , by making V sufficiently flat we can make weff arbitrarily
close to the de Sitter value of −1. The no-gos indicate that there are thresholds in w,
relatively far from w = −1, beyond which the nature of higher-dimensional physics must
change significantly. Experiments which could constrain w to lie below these thresholds
therefore provide a promising avenue to learn about fundamental physics from observations
of the present-day universe.
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A. Curvature computations
Taking the metric parameterisation of
e0 = eΩ(t,y)N(t)dt (A.1a)
em = eΩ(t,y)a(t)dxµ (A.1b)
ea = eaα(t, y)dy
α (A.1c)
The first Mauer-Cartan structure equation defines the spin connection in terms of the deriva-
tives of vielbeins
deA + ωAB ∧ eB = 0 (A.2)
if one parameterises this as
ωAB = ω
A
BC e
C , deA = cABC e
B ∧ eC (A.3)
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then using the useful identity
ωABC = (cABC + cBCA − cCAB − cACB − cBAC + cCBA) /2 (A.4)
one finds
ωm0n = δmn
e−Ω
N
(
A˙
A
+ Ω˙
)
(A.5a)
ω0a0 = −∂aΩ (A.5b)
ωa0b =
e−Ω
N
ξab (A.5c)
ωabc = ω˚abc (A.5d)
The second Mauer-Cartan structure equation gives the curvature θAB by
θAB = dω
A
B + ω
A
C ∧ ωCB (A.6)
The curvature θAB is related to the Riemann curvature tensor through
θAB =
1
2
RABCD e
C ∧ eD (A.7)
Computing the curvature requires the identity
d
dt
ω˚abc = ∇˚b ξac − ∇˚a ξcb − ω˚abd ξdc (A.8)
which can be proven as follows. Differentiating (A.2) leads to the expression
(
− d
dt
ω˚abc + ∇˚b ξac + ω˚acd ξdb
)
eb ∧ ec = 0 (A.9)
which is exactly the expression (A.3) with the derivative of ω˚abc playing the role of ωABC and
cabc = ∇˚b ξac + ω˚acd ξdb (A.10)
The identity can be written in more geometrical language by defining ξa = ξabe
b, in which
case
d
dt
ω˚ab = ∇˚b ξa − ∇˚a ξb (A.11)
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In any event using this identity straightforward computation reveals
R0m0n =
[
e−2Ω
N2
(
− A¨
A
+
A˙N˙
AN
− Ω¨− A˙
A
Ω˙ +
N˙
N
Ω˙
)
+ (∂Ω)2
]
δmn (A.12a)
Rmnrs =
e−2Ω
N2
(
A˙
A
+ Ω˙
)2
− (∂Ω)2
 (δmrδns − δmsδnr) (A.12b)
R0a0b =
e−2Ω
N2
[
−ξ˙ab − ξacξcb +
(
N˙
N
+ Ω˙
)
ξab
]
+ ∇˚b∂aΩ+ ∂aΩ∂bΩ (A.12c)
R0abc =
e−Ω
N
(
∇˚cξab − ∇˚bξac + ∂bΩξac − ∂cΩξab
)
(A.12d)
Rmanb =
[
e−2Ω
N2
(
A˙
A
+ Ω˙
)
ξab − ∇˚b∂aΩ− ∂aΩ∂bΩ
]
δmn (A.12e)
Rabcd = R˚abcd +
e−2Ω
N2
(ξacξbd − ξadξbc) (A.12f)
R0man = −e
−Ω
N
d∂aΩ
dt
δmn (A.12g)
For the Ricci tensor and scalar
R00 =
e−2Ω
N2
[
−3A¨
A
+ 3
A˙N˙
AN
− 3Ω¨− 3A˙
A
Ω˙ + 3
N˙
N
Ω˙− ξ˙ − ξabξab +
(
N˙
N
+ Ω˙
)
ξ
]
+ 4(∂Ω)2 + △˚Ω (A.13a)
Rmn =
e−2Ω
N2
 A¨
A
− A˙N˙
AN
+ 2
(
A˙
A
)2
+
(
A˙
A
+ Ω˙
)
ξ + Ω¨ + 5
A˙
A
Ω˙− N˙
N
Ω˙ + 2Ω˙2
 δmn
−
[
△˚Ω+ 4(∂Ω)2
]
δmn (A.13b)
Rab = R˚ab +
e−2Ω
N2
[
ξ˙ab +
(
3
A˙
A
− N˙
N
+ 2Ω˙
)
ξab + ξξab
]
− 4
(
∇˚a∂bΩ+ ∂aΩ∂bΩ
)
(A.13c)
R0a =
e−Ω
N
[
−3∂aΩ˙ + ∇˚b
(
eΩξba
)
− ∇˚a
(
eΩξ
)]
(A.13d)
Finally
R = R˚+
e−2Ω
N2
[
6
 A¨
A
− A˙N˙
AN
+
(
A˙
A
)2+ 6(Ω¨ + 3A˙
A
Ω˙− N˙
N
Ω˙ + Ω˙2
)
+
n+ 1
n
ξ2 + σ2 + 2
Ne−2Ω
A3
d
dt
(
A3e−2Ω
N
ξ
)]
− 20(∂Ω)2 + 8△˚Ω (A.14)
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We require these expressions in terms of the Einstein frame a and n, instead of the Jordan
frame A and N . Using (2.29) gives
R00 =
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
− 3 a¨
a
+ 3
a˙n˙
an
− k + 2
2k
ξ20 − σ2 −
1
k
ξ2⊥ + Ω˙ξ⊥ +
1
2
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
ξ0
)
− 3Ω¨ − 3 a˙
a
Ω˙ + 3
n˙
n
Ω˙ + Ω˙ξ0 − ξ˙⊥ − k + 2
2k
ξ0ξ⊥ +
n˙
n
ξ⊥
]
+ 4(δΩ)2 + △˚Ω (A.15a)
Rmn = δmn
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
a¨
a
− a˙n˙
an
+ 2
(
a˙
a
)2
+ Ω˙ξ⊥ − 1
2
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
ξ0
)
+ 2Ω˙2 + Ω¨ + 5
a˙
a
Ω˙− n˙
n
Ω˙
− Ω˙ξ0 + a˙
a
ξ⊥ − 1
2
ξ0ξ⊥
]
− δmn
[
4(δΩ)2 − △˚Ω
]
(A.15b)
Rab = δab
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
1
k
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
ξ0
)
+
1
k
ξ2⊥ +
2
k
ξ⊥Ω˙ +
1
k
ξ0ξ⊥ +
2
k
ξ0Ω˙ +
1
k
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
ξ⊥
)]
+
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
σab
)
+ ξ⊥σab + 2Ω˙σab
]
(A.15c)
and
R = R˚− 8△˚Ω− 20(∂Ω)2 + e
−2Ω+φ
n2
[
6
(
a¨
a
− a˙n˙
an
+
(
a˙
a
)2)
− n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
ξ0
)
+
k + 2
2k
ξ20 + σ
2 +
k + 1
k
ξ2⊥ + 4ξ⊥Ω˙ + 6Ω˙
2 + 2
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
ξ⊥
)
+ 6
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
Ω˙
)
− 2Ω˙ξ0 + 2
k
ξ0ξ⊥
]
(A.16)
Decomposing the terms into constant and ⊥ components gives the four-dimensional action
(C.15). Applying the restriction (2.40) yields the physical four-dimensional action (B.2).
Forming the Einstein tensor from (A.15) and (A.16) and applying the restriction (2.40) gives
the Einstein equations (B.5), (B.6), and (B.7).
B. Four-dimensional action and higher-dimensional Einstein equations
To obtain a sensible four-dimensional theory, and to prove the no-go theorems, it is necessary
to place a single restriction on the evolution of the metric on M. The restriction is
2Ω˙⊥ + ξ⊥ = 0 (B.1)
Detailed arguments supporting this restriction are given in detail in Appendix C, but here
we merely describe the equations that result when (2.40) is assumed.
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The four-dimensional action is computed in the standard way using the metric (2.23a-c)
and transforming to the Einstein conformal frame. This calculation is given in Appendix A.
The result is
S =Sother + ℓ
−2
4
∫ [
−6
(
a˙
a
)2
+
k + 2
2k
ξ20 + 〈σ
2〉+
k + 2
2k
〈ξ2⊥〉
]
a3
n
dt
+ ℓ−24
∫
e−2φ
[∫ (
R˚+ 12(∂Ω)2
)
e4Ω det (eM) d
ky
]
a3n dt (B.2)
where Sother represents the part of the action that does not come solely from the (4 + k)-
dimensional Einstein-Hilbert term, and describes the other degrees of freedom that are present
in the higher-dimensional theory. This is precisely analogous to Einstein gravity with scalar
fields φI , if we take the “velocities” ξ0, ξ⊥ and σ to be analogues of φ˙
I . There is an effective
potential U for the metric modes and a kinetic energy T . The kinetic and potential terms are
uniquely identified in the general case through their scaling with the lapse n and scale factor
a in the four-dimensional Einstein frame, and are
n2T =
k + 2
4k
(
ξ20 + 〈ξ
2
⊥〉
)
+
1
2
〈σ2〉 (B.3a)
U = −ℓ−24 e−2φ
∫ [
R˚
2
+ 6(∂Ω)2
]
e4Ωdet (eM) d
ky (B.3b)
If there were no other physics involved, these would be the only kinetic energies and potentials
in the four-dimensional effective theory, but in the general case they are only one of many
contributions. When M has a sensible moduli space, then T would be the kinetic term for
the scalars present in the lower-dimensional theory. These scalars would have a potential
that comes from the dependence of R˚ on their expectation values, as well as from other
higher-dimensional physics.
Varying with respect to the lapse n and scale factor a gives the standard Friedmann and
acceleration equations of a FRW universe
3
(
a˙
an
)2
= ρT = T + U + ρX (B.4a)
−2
(
a¨
a
− a˙n˙
an
)
−
(
a˙
an
)2
= PT = T − U + PX (B.4b)
which defines the total effective energy density ρT and pressure PT in four dimensions. This
includes the energy density ρX and pressure PX coming from the unspecified physics encoded
in Sother. Throughout this paper, when we describe the four-dimensional energy density and
pressure, we are always referring to ρT and PT . It is crucial to note that this automatically
includes all sources of stress-energy and not just those associated with metric moduli.
Many of our arguments rest on the components of the Einstein tensor in (4 + k) dimen-
sions. It is convenient to express these components in terms of four-dimensional Einstein
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frame quantities. The tensor components given below assume that the restriction (2.40) has
been applied: without this restriction (or with a different one of a similar nature) the tensors
have different components. The components are given with tangent space indices: to convert
to coordinate indices it is necessary to multiply by the vielbein components (2.23a-c). The
energy density in this basis is
G00 =
1
2
R˚− 3△˚Ω− 6(∂Ω)2
+
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
3
(
a˙
a
)2
− k + 2
4k
(ξ0 + ξ⊥)
2 − 1
2
σ2
]
(B.5)
where R˚ is the intrinsic Ricci scalar for the compactification manifold M in the unwarped
metric, and △˚ is the Laplacian defined by this metric (g(k)αβ in (2.20)). The pressure along the
three noncompact directions is isotropic with components
Gmn =− 1
2
δmnR˚+ 3δmn△˚Ω+ 6δmn(∂Ω)2
+ δmn
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
−2 a¨
a
+ 2
a˙n˙
an
−
(
a˙
a
)2
− k + 2
4k
(ξ0 + ξ⊥)
2 − 1
2
σ2
]
(B.6)
If we ignore the curvature and warp terms, then by combining (B.5) and (B.6) we obtain
the standard Friedmann and acceleration equations for the scale factor a, with scalar field
kinetic energy in the form of ξ0, ξ⊥ and σ. The resulting equations agree with (B.4a-b) since
the cross terms ξ0ξ⊥ average to zero upon integration over M. This is another sign that the
reduction is self-consistent. The term with the most complex structure is the Einstein tensor
along the compact directions, which is
Gab =R˚ab − 1
2
δabR˚− 4∇˚a∇˚bΩ+ 4δab△˚Ω− 4∂aΩ∂bΩ+ 10δab(∂Ω)2
+ δab
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
−3 a¨
a
+ 3
a˙n˙
an
− 3
(
a˙
a
)2
− k + 2
4k
(ξ0 + ξ⊥)
2 − 1
2
σ2
]
+
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
δab
k + 2
2k
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
[ξ0 + ξ⊥]
)
+
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
σab
)]
(B.7)
There are also nonzero components G0a which are proportional to gradients of scalar fields,
but these can be ignored: a detailed discussion can be found in the proof of the lemma in
Appendix D. Again ignoring the warp and curvature terms, there are some parts of (B.7)
which appear to be combinations of the four-dimensional Einstein equations, including scalar
field kinetic energy. There are also additional terms that do not seem to fit with the scalar
field interpretation. They are present because the extra dimensions “see” the scalar fields as
distortions of M. Taking ξ0, ξ⊥ and σ as analogues of φ˙I , then these terms would be φ¨I .
This fact is crucial for the constraints on transient acceleration described below.
For the most part the index structure in the Einstein equations can be ignored, and
reduced to three scalar quantities ρD, PD3 and P
D
k . The effective pressure P
D
k along the extra
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dimensions is defined through a trace average of Gab by
PDk =
1
k
δabGab (B.8)
where δab is the Kronecker delta along the k compact dimensions. In terms of the four-
dimensional Einstein frame variables this gives
PDk =
(
1
k
− 1
2
)
R˚+ 4
(
1− 1
k
)
△˚Ω+
(
10− 4
k
)
(∂Ω)2
+
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
−3 a¨
a
+ 3
a˙n˙
an
− 3
(
a˙
a
)2
− k + 2
4k
(ξ0 + ξ⊥)
2 − 1
2
σ2
]
+
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
k + 2
2k
n
a3
d
dt
(
a3
n
[ξ0 + ξ⊥]
)]
(B.9)
The effective energy density ρD and three-dimensional pressure PD3 are defined in a similar
way
ρD = G00 P
D
3 =
1
3
δmnGmn (B.10)
where δmn is the Kronecker delta along the three noncompact spatial dimensions. Since Gmn
is isotropic the trace average just picks out one of the diagonal components. The expressions
given in (B.9) and (B.10) use the decomposition of ξ into ξ⊥ and ξ0 defined by the A = 2
average. We have occasion below to use different values of A in the averaging process, and
these different values of A divide ξ into different components. As described by (2.38), for
generic expressions involving ξ, ξ0, ξ⊥ and their averages, switching between different As
introduces unknown functions of t. In (B.5), (B.6) and (B.7), ξ0 and ξ⊥ only appear in the
combination ξ0 + ξ⊥. The unknown functions cancel in the sum, so expressions for different
values of A can be obtained after the simple substitution ξ0 → ξ0|A and ξ⊥ → ξ⊥|A, and no
additional functions appear.
C. The scalar mode restriction
This section is largely devoted to a discussion of why (2.40) is reasonable in the context of
Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction. In this section we argue that a restriction such as (2.40)
is always necessary to obtain a sensible Kaluza-Klein compactification.
Our first argument in favor of (2.40) is that scalar transformations which preserve the total
volume of an isolated manifoldM can always be eliminated by a coordinate transformation.
By “isolated” we mean that M is not treated as a factor in a space of higher dimension.
In the usual Kaluza-Klein picture, the lower-dimensional spectrum is obtained by expanding
fluctuations of fields on M, modulo gauge transformations, into eigenfunctions of harmonic
operators on M. The arguments here indicate that since the deformation in question can be
gauged away, it is unphysical and can be set to any desired value – in this case, zero.
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We suppose that the metric on M is determined by vielbeins eˆA, so that the volume
density is det(eˆ). (For this section only, we use M,N, . . . and A,B, . . . for coordinate and
tangent-space indices onM, respectively). In addition to the coordinates xM on the manifold,
we suppose that the vielbeins depend on a parameter λ, which is a model for time in the
physical case. If
deˆAM
dλ
= ξAB eˆ
B
M (C.1)
then the fractional change in volume density is
d ln det(eˆ)
dλ
= ξ (C.2)
with ξ = ξABδ
B
A. Only the scalar deformations can influence the volume of M. Next, con-
sider an infinitesimal coordinate transformation xM → xM + δxM , under which the vielbeins
transform as
δeˆAM = eˆ
A
M,Nδx
N + eˆAN∂Mδx
N (C.3)
this means that
δ det(eˆ) = EˆMA δeˆ
A
M det(eˆ) = ∇̂ · δxdet(eˆ) (C.4)
Now we focus on scalar coordinate transformations of the form
δxM = gMN∇̂Nδχ (C.5)
where gMN is the metric and ∇̂ is the gradient associated with the vielbeins eˆA, and δχ an in-
finitesimal scalar function. Under the combined metric change and coordinate transformation
the volume density transforms as
δ ln det(eˆ) = ξδλ+ △̂δχ (C.6)
with △̂ = ∇̂ · ∇̂ the Laplacian associated with eˆA. Now we prove the assertion that any
transformation ξ which preserves the total volume can be gauged away. Given any function
δs on M, we can always solve the equation
△̂δχ = δs (C.7)
provided we satisfy the consistency condition
0 =
∫
δs det(eˆ) dkx =
∫
△̂δχ det(eˆ) dkx (C.8)
This is the statement that we can solve the Poisson equation on a compact manifold M
provided that the total charge vanishes. By defining
〈ξ〉 =
(∫
ξ det(eˆ) dkx
)(∫
det(eˆ) dkx
)−1
(C.9)
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then (C.8) indicates that the equation
−△̂δχ = (ξ − 〈ξ〉) δλ (C.10)
can be solved for δχ given arbitrary ξ. By solving (C.10) equation (C.6) becomes
δ ln det(eˆ) = 〈ξ〉δλ (C.11)
which means that the change in the volume density is a constant function over M. If the
transformation preserves the total volume, which implies 〈ξ〉 = 0, then the change to the
volume density det(eˆ) can be completely gauged away by a coordinate transformation. Up to
now we have taken the vielbeins eˆa to be completely arbitrary, but by taking them to be the
auxiliary warped metric on M, or eˆa = e˜a = e2Ω/kea we have proven the original assertion:
any scalar transformation which preserves the total volume in the auxiliary “warped” metric
on M can be gauged away by a coordinate transformation.
There is a separate, geometrical argument in favor of the restriction (2.40), framed in
terms of locally-defined quantities onM, as opposed to nonlocal ones such as the total volume
ofM. The evolution of the manifoldM with time can be visualised as the motion of a point
p, representing the specific metric on M, through the space Met(M) of all metrics on M.
We have a well-defined moduli space if Met(M), modulo coordinate transformations Diff(M),
has a manifold structure. Usually this is only possible if M has some special property. But
in the general case where Met(M)/Diff(M) is not well-defined, we can nonetheless say where
we are going even if we can’t say exactly where we are. That is, we can describe a velocity of
p through the space of metrics, even if we cannot give a sensible coordinatisation in an open
neighborhood of p. This velocity is just the change in the metric per time, which is precisely
the ξab defined above. The possible velocities at p span a vector space Velp(M). This is an
infinite-dimensional function space, but as a linear space it splits into two subspaces
Velp(M) = Diffp(M)⊕ Physp(M) (C.12)
where the first summand contains those ξab that are pure coordinate transformations, and the
second summand is its complement, the physical metric transformations. The subscript p is
a reminder that we are dealing with quantities defined at p: when a moduli space description
exists Physp(M) is the tangent space of the moduli space at p. One way to ensure that a given
velocity ξab ∈ Velp(M) is physical is by demanding that it is orthogonal to all infinitesimal
coordinate transformations in a suitable metric on the velocity space. Viewed as a function
space the natural requirement is∫
ξab δe
a
αE
bα det(eˆ) dny = 0 (C.13)
for any δeaα that is obtained by a coordinate transformation. Using the formula (C.3) for
δeaα and integrating by parts yields the condition
∇̂AξAB = 0 (C.14)
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For scalar coordinate transformations ξAB = ξδAB , so the condition (C.14) becomes ∂Mξ = 0.
This implies that, to be a physical metric transformation, ξ must be a constant, which is
precisely the conclusion reached previously via a different route.
These arguments cannot be naively extended to the time-dependent Kaluza-Klein case.
If the parameter λ is promoted to the time coordinate of the full Kaluza-Klein spacetime,
then the coordinate transformations employed here would introduce dt dyα components of
the metric, taking us out of the canonical form (2.20). On the other hand, our arguments
suggest that a restriction such as (2.40) is necessary. If the extra-dimensional manifold M
evolves along a sequence of metrics that are related by nothing more than a coordinate
transformation, it seems that within the context of the Kaluza-Klein philosophy we should
not see any difference in the four-dimensional effective theory. Indeed, within the context
of the “moduli space approximation,” where one considers only adiabatic evolution of M
through a sequence of approximately static configurations, our arguments show that there is
no problem imposing (2.40) as a gauge choice. Problems only appear when one attempts to
go beyond the moduli space approximation consistently, as we do here.
Our third argument in favor of the restriction (2.40) is based on the apparent pathologies
that appear when it is relaxed. In this case, before integrating over M, the part of the
higher-dimensional action originating from the Einstein-Hilbert term is∫ [
−6
(
a˙
a
)2
+
k + 2
2k
ξ20 −
k − 1
k
ξ2⊥ − 6ξ⊥Ω˙⊥ − 6Ω˙2⊥
]
a3
n
e2Ωdet(e) dky dt (C.15)
where we have ignored terms that average to zero, as well as some others that are irrelevant
here. The action is that of a flat FRW universe coupled to three scalars ξ0, ξ⊥ and Ω˙⊥, where
the latter two have a non-diagonal kinetic term. Writing the kinetic term for ξ⊥ and Ω˙⊥ as
ΦTMΦ, with ΦT = (ξ⊥, Ω˙⊥) and
M =
(
−k−1k −3
−3 −6
)
(C.16)
then diagonalising M gives two eigenvalues λ± and defines two fields θ± that are linear
combinations of ξ⊥ and Ω˙⊥, with Mθ± = λ±θ±. Since tr(M) < 0 and det(M) < 0 for all
k > 0, we have λ+ > 0 and λ− < 0. Integrating over M yields the four-dimensional action∫ [
−6
(
a˙
a
)2
+
k + 2
2k
ξ20 + λ+〈θ
2
+〉+ λ−〈θ
2
−〉
]
a3
n
dt (C.17)
Because λ− < 0 the kinetic terms have a Lorentzian signature (− + +). If we were to
interpret these kinetic terms as moduli kinetic terms, then fluctuations in θ− give rise to
apparent ghosts. Of course, these are not real ghosts, since the higher-dimensional theory
is ghost-free and we should not be able to introduce any by dimensional reduction. But it
does mean that our interpretation of the Kaluza-Klein fields as scalars in four dimensions is
breaking down.
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A problem like this always arises in Kaluza-Klein reductions unless a restriction such
as (2.40) is made. We can illustrate this by working within a framework which contains
only the minimal elements for dimensional reduction. To eliminate features that come from
specific choices of metric or gauge, it is convenient to use an Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM)
decomposition of the (4 + k)-dimensional metric, which simplifies managing gauge freedom
[69, 71, 72]. The ADM decomposition of the metric is
ds2 = −(Ndt)2 + (dXI +N Idt)(dXJ +NJdt)γIJ (C.18)
where N is the lapse function, N I the shift vector, I = 1, . . . 3 + k denotes purely spatial
indices, and γIJ the induced metric on spatial surfaces. The extrinsic curvature is defined by
KIJ =
1
2N
(
NI|J +NJ |I −
d
dt
γIJ
)
(C.19)
where “|” denotes covariant derivatives with respect to the metric γIJ . In these variables the
Einstein-Hilbert action is∫ (
(3+k)R+KIJK
IJ − [trK]2
)
N
√
γ d3+kxdt (C.20)
where trK = γIJKIJ ,
(3+k)R is the (intrinsic) Ricci scalar of γIJ , and some total derivatives
and Lagrange multiplier terms have been dropped.
The full ADM action shows that N and N I are nondynamical, and their equations of
motion are constraint equations arising from the coordinate freedom in the problem. This
freedom manifests itself in the ADM action through the freedom to specify N and N I as
desired. We do not fix N or N I at all, except as dictated by some symmetry requirements.
By framing the Kaluza-Klein reduction in terms of the extrinsic curvature, we can argue
without reference to N or N I at all, thus ensuring our argument is independent of any
specific choice of gauge.
To have a sensible four-dimensional cosmology, we should minimally require that the
metric is invariant under three-dimensional rotations. Taking µ, ν as three-dimensional indices
and α, β as k-dimensional ones, this implies Kµα = 0, which means KIJ is block-diagonal,
with a purely “three-dimensional” block and a purely extra-dimensional one. Rotational
invariance also implies that Kµν is of the form
Kµν =
1
3
δµν θ˜3 (C.21)
where θ˜3 depends on t and y. We decompose
Kαβ =
1
k
γαβ θ˜k + Σ˜αβ where γ
αβΣ˜αβ = 0 (C.22)
Here θ˜3 encodes the four-dimensional Jordan-frame Hubble parameter and rate of change of
warp factor, and θ˜k encodes the rate of change of the extra-dimensional volume.
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The other minimal element of a Kaluza-Klein reduction is a conformal transformation to
obtain Einstein frame gravity in four dimensions. To achieve this we set
γµν = e
2Ψgµν , N = e
Ψn (C.23)
with gµν and n the Einstein frame metric and lapse, and Ψ a function of t and y
α. Then we
have also
θ˜3 = e
−Ψ
(
θ3 − 3
n
dΨ
dt
)
, θ˜k = e
−Ψθk, Σ˜αβ = e
−ΨΣαβ (C.24)
where θ3, θk and Σαβ are associated with the “Einstein frame” extrinsic curvature that is
naturally defined with n and gµν . Finally, it is convenient to define a quantity ∆ by
2Ψ˙ + θk +∆ = 0. (C.25)
Rewriting the original ADM action in these variables gives∫ [
−2
3
θ23 +
k + 2
2k
θ2k +ΣαβΣ
αβ +∆
(
2θ3 − 3
2
∆
)]
e2Ψn
√
g
√
γkd3+kxdt (C.26)
where γk is the determinant of the αβ-block of the metric.
After integrating over the extra dimensions, the action (C.26) should describe Einstein
gravity. If γIJ were independent of the y
α then θ3 = −3H, with H the four-dimensional Ein-
stein frame Hubble parameter. So it is reasonable that the first term would give the canonical
−6H2 in the four-dimensional action. The second and third terms give the kinetic energy
terms appropriate for a system of scalar fields, with the appropriate signs. The last term rep-
resents a nonstandard coupling between the Hubble parameter and scalar field kinetic energy,
of the schematic form HΨ˙. It can be eliminated by choosing ∆ = 0 or ∆ = 4θ3/3. In either
case, integrating over the extra dimension defines the four-dimensional Hubble parameter by
the requirement that we obtain Einstein gravity. Denoting the integral over the compact
dimensions by [·], we would have 9H2 = [θ23].
Regardless of the averaging, there is always an apparent ghost mode in the four-dimensional
theory. The problem comes from the first term. Since H is a function of time only but θ3 is
a function of both time and space, we should decompose
θ3 = H + δθ3 (C.27)
Inserting this in the action (C.26) we obtain a cross term Hδθ3 which potentially integrates
to zero, but we also obtain a nonpositive term −(2/3)δθ23 . This term cannot be interpreted
as a sensible scalar field in four dimensions, because it has a ghostlike kinetic term with the
wrong sign. Its presence is a signal that the Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction has broken
down. In the reduction studied here, the restriction (2.40) eliminates this ghost mode.
The presence of these “wrong-sign” kinetic terms is guaranteed in an unrestricted Kaluza-
Klein reduction because it is related to the conformal factor problem which has been exten-
sively studied in the context of Euclidean quantum gravity [73, 74]. The gravitational action
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has a negative mode because the Einstein-Hilbert term can be made arbitrarily negative
through a suitable conformal transformation of the metric. In four-dimensional gravity we
are accustomed to this as a fact of life. It does not cause any serious problems because the
ADM lapse constraints prevent the gravitational Hamiltonian from becoming unboundedly
negative – as evidenced by the existence of positive mass theorems [75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80]. In
unwarped Kaluza-Klein reductions the Weyl transformation after integrating out the extra di-
mensions manages to put this “negative mode” entirely in the four-dimensional gravitational
degrees of freedom, so the Kaluza-Klein scalars have a kinetic term with the correct sign. But
in the general case this cannot be accomplished for all of the negative modes. The wrong-sign
scalar in four dimensions is a remnant of the higher-dimensional conformal mode that could
not be repackaged as a four-dimensional conformal mode. When dimensional reductions are
carried out on manifolds which are restricted in some way this problem does not arise. But
unless we have more information about the warp factors or the compactification manifold a
condition such as (2.40) is always required.
D. A useful lemma
The lemma we prove here holds that, to prove NEC violation, we only need the traces of
the various components in the higher-dimensional stress-energy tensor. The symmetries of
Kaluza-Klein ansatz (2.20) indicate that12
T00 = ρ
D Tmn = δmnP
D T0a = Ja (D.1)
and while Tab is arbitrary we define P
D
k by
PDk =
1
k
δabTab. (D.2)
where δmn and δab are the Kronecker deltas on the three noncompact spatial dimensions and
the k compact dimensions, respectively. We claim the NEC is violated if either
ρD + PD3 < 0 or ρ
D + PDk < 0 (D.3)
To prove the first part of the claim, we consider any null vector nA = (1, uˆ, 0) with uˆ a unit
vector pointing along the “large” three spatial dimensions. Then
TMNn
MnN = ρD + PD3 (D.4)
as defined above. If the right hand side is negative, then nA is a null vector that shows the
NEC is violated.
Next we focus on the extra-dimensional parts of TMN . At a fixed point in the space-
time, since Tab is symmetric we can diagonalise it by a matrix in O(k) and the diagonalised
stress energy tensor will have real eigenvalues (λ1, . . . λk). To each eigenvalue λj there is an
12We remind the reader that these tensors use the vielbein indices defined by (2.23).
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associated unit eigenvector nˆλj. Taking the null vector n
A = (1, 0, 0, 0, ǫnˆλj ), with ǫ = ±1,
yields
TMNn
MnN = ρD + λj + ǫJanˆ
a
λj (D.5)
The last term is nonpositive for at least one of the choices for ǫ. Using the null vector
corresponding to this choice of ǫ, then (D.5) shows that there exists a null vector nA such
that
TMNn
MnN ≤ ρD + λj (D.6)
This further implies that, if there exists any eigenvalue λj of Tab such that ρ
D + λj < 0, the
NEC is violated. Since the trace of Tab is the sum of the eigenvalues λ1 . . . λn, by definition
PDk is the average of these eigenvalues. Therefore there exists an eigenvalue λ∗ with λ∗ ≤ PDk
and
ρD + λ∗ ≤ ρD + PDk (D.7)
Therefore if ρD +PDk < 0, the required eigenvalue exists and the NEC is violated as claimed.
E. The curvature-free de Sitter case
When the four-dimensional spacetime is exactly de Sitter, it is possible to give a simple proof
that the NEC is violated without employing the full machinery of Section 3.1. Using the
lemma proven in Appendix D, we see that to satisfy the NEC we must have ρD + PD3 ≥ 0,
where
ρD + PD3 =
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
2
(
a˙
a
)2
− 2 a¨
a
+ 2
a˙n˙
an
− k + 2
2k
(ξ0 + ξ⊥)
2 − σ2
]
(E.1)
Exact de Sitter expansion is defined by
a˙
an
= H0 = constant (E.2)
which implies the sum of the first three terms on the right hand side of (E.1) vanishes.
Since the remaining terms in (E.1) are negative semidefinite, they must vanish, and all of
the velocity components ξ0, ξ⊥ and σab are zero.
13 This is similar to the four-dimensional
situation, where for exact de Sitter expansion, we can have no scalar kinetic energy at all.
To prove that this is so in this Kaluza-Klein case we must assume the NEC in the higher-
dimensional theory. The conclusion that the kinetic terms must vanish is valid regardless of
the curvature R˚ and warp Ω on M, since these terms precisely cancel in the ρD + PD3 NEC
condition.
Next we turn to the other NEC condition. Since all of the kinetic terms are zero, we have
ρD + PDk = −3
e−2Ω+φ
n2
[
a¨
a
− a˙n˙
an
]
+
(
1− 4
k
)
△˚Ω+
(
4− 4
k
)
(∂Ω)2
= −3e−2Ω+φH20 +
(
1− 4
k
)
△˚Ω+
(
4− 4
k
)
(∂Ω)2 (E.3)
13The pointwise condition implies that ξ0 = −ξ⊥, but since ξ0 is constant overM and ξ⊥ averages to zero
the only solution to this condition is ξ0 = ξ⊥ = 0.
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To show that de Sitter expansion implies NEC violation, we show that for any dimension k
there exists a point q ∈ M, at which the terms involving derivatives of Ω are nonpositive. At
this point q, the right hand side is negative definite, and so the NEC is violated by de Sitter
expansion.
To account for the warp terms, we first suppose k 6= 4, and show that the warp terms
make a nonpositive contribution to the NEC condition (E.3). We rewrite the warp terms as(
1− 4
k
)
△˚Ω+
(
4− 4
k
)
(∂Ω)2 =
(
1− 4
k
)
e−AΩ∇˚ ·
[
eAΩ∇˚Ω
]
(E.4)
where
A = 4
(
k − 1
k − 4
)
(E.5)
We next consider the term
W = ∇˚ ·
[
eAΩ∇˚Ω
]
(E.6)
and show that we can find a point q ∈ M at which W ≥ 0 when k < 4, and a point q ∈ M
at which W ≤ 0 when k > 4. First consider the k < 4 case, and suppose that the assertion
is false. This would mean that W < 0 everywhere on M, but since∫
W det (eM) d
k =
∫
∇˚ ·
[
eAΩ∇˚Ω
]
det (eM) d
ky = 0 (E.7)
then we have a contradiction. ThusW ≥ 0 somewhere onM and the point q with the desired
properties exists. In the k > 4 case a precisely analogous argument establishes the existence
of a point q with W ≤ 0. When k = 4 the warp terms can no longer be written as a total
derivative, for
ρD + PDk = −3e−2Ω+φH20 + 3(∂Ω)2 (E.8)
If Ω is smooth, then since M is compact Ω has an extremum at some point q. At this point
q we have ∂Ω = 0, and so the derivative terms vanish. If Ω is not smooth then there may
be no points with ∂Ω = 0 and this argument does not apply. There are two alternative
arguments which yield similar conclusions: the de Sitter case appears as the w → −1 limit of
the arguments presented for transient acceleration in Section F, and a NEC no-go is proven
using entirely different techniques in Section 4.2.
F. The k = 4 curvature-free case
When k = 4 the constraint on A which ensures that the warp terms are nonpositive is
undefined, so this case must be treated separately. We show here that, by carefully taking a
series of limits, the k = 4 case is merely a continuation of the k < 4 cases studied in Section
3.1.1. We consider an energy condition which slightly displaces the pathology at k = 4. The
condition
ρD + (1 + ǫ)PDk ≥ 0 (F.1)
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becomes one of the NEC conditions when ǫ → 0. Throughout this discussion we assume
|ǫ| ≪ 1. It addition to the usual coefficient of the warp terms in the third line of (3.2) the
new condition (F.1) adds
ǫ
(
2− 4A+ 4
k
+
4A
k
)
(F.2)
The value of A for which the combined coefficient vanishes forms the boundary of the allowed
values of A. The coefficient vanishes at A = A0 given by
A0 =
2k + 4
k − 4 −
6k(k + 2)
(k − 4)2 ǫ+O(ǫ
2) (F.3)
where the presence of the additional term shifts the vanishing value of A slightly. The
inequalities become undefined when this expression has a pole, which is located at
kǫ = 4− 12ǫ (F.4)
so by adjusting ǫ we can move the boundary of the inequality to either side of k = 4. This
means that we can make the k = 4 case well-defined by an appropriate choice of the sign of ǫ.
To the left of kǫ, the warp terms contribute nonpositively if A ≤ A0, just as for the 0 < k < 4
cases. To the right of kǫ the warp terms are nonpositive if A ≥ A0, as for the 4 < k < 10
cases.
The sign of ǫ is an important choice. It determines whether the k = 4 case mimics the
k > 4 or k < 4 cases. We show in Section 3.1.2 that the k > 4 averaging techniques lead to
constraints that are weaker than the k < 4 constraints: using the k > 4 techniques, as k → 4+
only the de Sitter case w = −1 is constrained. Therefore we should mimic the k < 4 cases:
this amounts to taking ǫ < 0 so that by (F.4) the pole occurs at a k larger than four, so the
k = 4 case is well-defined. All of the other terms appearing in the ρD + PDk condition have
nonzero coefficients, so as ǫ→ 0 we can neglect the contributions of O(ǫ) and use their ǫ = 0
values. Choosing ǫ < 0 also fixes the nature of the energy condition probed with (F.1). The
usual NEC condition is that ρD ≥ −PDk . Here we can choose ǫ arbitrarily close to zero but it
cannot vanish. When ρD 6= −PDk this new condition is equivalent to the condition ρD > −PDk ,
where “≥” in the usual NEC condition has been replaced by “>”. When ρD = PDk then the
case ρD ≥ 0 is allowed by the condition (F.1) but ρD < 0 is forbidden. In other words, the
condition (F.1) allows a de Sitter cosmological term but forbids an anti-de Sitter one.
To summarize, in the k = 4 case, the arguments in the previous paragraph show that
either the NEC is violated or that the higher-dimensional spacetime has a purely AdS stress
energy. In practice this latter case is not a significant limitation: if the higher-dimensional
spacetime is curvature-free and possesses only an AdS cosmological constant, then the result-
ing energy density in four dimensions has the wrong sign, and cannot account for the positive
energy density required by an accelerating Friedmann universe.
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G. Curvature independent averages
In this Appendix we construct a family of combinations of ρD, PD3 and P
D
k which do not
involve the Ricci curvature R˚. We also construct the differential equation which gives optimal
solutions. The SEC corresponds to one member of this family, so these results are used in
Section 4.1 to prove the SEC no-go theorems for curved M.
The inequality
ρD + γPD3 + γkP
D
k ≥ 0 (G.1)
is independent of R˚ provided
γk =
k(1− γ)
k − 2 (G.2)
while γ is a free parameter. When k = 1 there can be no curvature, since all one-dimensional
manifolds have zero Ricci scalar, so we assume that k ≥ 2. We need to be careful since certain
expressions (for example, (G.2)) become undefined at k = 2, but the fundamental equations
used in the no-go theorems will turn out to be well-defined in the k → 2 limit.
We proved no-go theorems in Section 3.1 by constructing differential equations from
energy condition inequalities, and then using an A-average which made as many terms non-
positive as possible. We follow a similar strategy here, leaving aside for the moment the
question of how we should interpret the inequality (G.1) for general γ. Taking the linear
combination parameterised by γ, averaging using 〈·〉A, setting n = 1, and dividing through
by the coefficient of the ξ˙0|A term gives
a−3
d
dt
[
a3ξ0|A
]
+ c0ξ
2
0|A + c⊥〈ξ
2
⊥|A〉A + cρρT + cΩ〈e
2Ω(∂Ω)2〉A + cσ〈σ
2〉A = 0 (G.3)
where we have saturated the inequality in order to find the optimal solution for ξ0|A. The
coefficients are
c0 =
1 + γ − k
k(1− γ) (G.4a)
c⊥ =
2 + 2γ − 4k + 2γk +Ak − γAk
2k(1 − γ) (G.4b)
cσ =
2(1 + γ − k)
(1− γ)(2 + k) (G.4c)
cρ =
4 + k[(w − 1)γ − 3w − 1]
(2 + k)(γ − 1) (G.4d)
cΩ = 4− 2A (G.4e)
The strategy is to choose values of (γ,A) so that the terms over which there is no control
are nonpositive, and then obtain and solve a differential equation for ξ0|A. The constraints
arising from nonpositivity are:
• cΩ: Requires A ≥ 2.
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• c⊥: When this coefficient is negative, the optimum solution has ξ⊥|A = 0. The coefficient
vanishes along a curve in the (γ,A) plane given by
A⊥⋆ =
2(1 + γ − 2k + γk)
k(γ − 1) (G.5)
and is singular when γ = 1. The pole in c⊥ and in A⊥⋆ combine so that c⊥ is negative
when
A < A⊥⋆ (G.6)
for all values of γ. In order to be consistent with the cΩ constraint we must have A ≥ 2.
This is consistent with (G.6) when γ < 1, or when γ ≥ k − 1. This constraint is
illustrated in Figure 8.
• cσ: This coefficient is nonpositive if γ ≤ 1 or γ ≥ k − 1.
• c0: Nonpositive if γ ≤ 1 or γ ≥ k − 1, which is the same allowed range as for the cσ
coefficient.
• cρ: to analyse the constraints it is helpful to define a quantity wρ⋆ by
wρ⋆ =
k + γk − 4
4γ + γk − 3k (G.7)
which has the following properties, viewed as a function of γ:
1. At γ = ±∞ it asymptotes to
wρ⋆∞ =
k
k + 4
(G.8)
2. It has a pole at
γρpole =
3k
4 + k
(G.9)
and is above the asymptote to the right of the pole, below to the left.
3. We have wρ⋆ = −1 when γ = 1, regardless of k.
4. We have wρ⋆ = −1/3 when γ = γρ−1/3 with
γρ−1/3 =
3
1 + k
(G.10)
Using these properties we can determine when cρ is negative as follows, starting from
the largest values of γ and working downward:
– When γ > γρpole, we need w < wρ⋆. For these values of γ, wρ⋆ > wρ⋆∞ > 1
by properties 1 and 2. Therefore, in this range of γ, cρ is negative for any value
−1 ≤ w < −1/3 corresponding to an accelerating universe.
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– When 1 > γ > γρpole, we must have w > wρ⋆. Now wρ⋆ = −1 at γ = 1 by property
3, and falls to wρ⋆ = −∞ at γ = γρpole by property 2. So in this range of γ, cρ is
negative for any value −1 ≤ w < −1/3 corresponding to an accelerating universe.
– For γρ−1/3 > γ > 1, we need w < wρ⋆. By properties 3 and 4, wρ⋆ falls from
wρ⋆ = −1/3 at γ = γρ−1/3 to wρ⋆ = −1 at γ = 1. Therefore cρ is negative for some
w in the range −1 ≤ w < −1/3, depending on the value of γ.
– When γ < γρ−1/3 we need w < wρ⋆. But by properties 2 and 4, for these values of
γ, we have wρ⋆ > −1/3. So cρ is negative for all w in the range −1 ≤ w < −1/3.
To summarise: cρ is negative for all accelerating w if
γ > 1 or γ < γρ−1/3 (G.11)
and in the range γρ−1/3 < γ < 1 then cρ is negative if
w < wρ⋆ (G.12)
This is illustrated in Figure 8.
In summary, the only constraints on A come from cΩ and c⊥, and can be satisfied if γ ≤ 1
or γ ≥ k − 1. These ranges of γ are precisely those that satisfy the c0 and cσ constraints.
The cρ constraint is more subtle. In the γ > k− 1 range, the cρ constraint is satisfied for any
accelerating w. For γρ−1/3 < γ < 1 it is satisfied for some accelerating w, and for γ < γρ−1/3
by any accelerating w. This is illustrated in Figure 8.
When suitable choices of A and γ exist which satisfy all of the constraints, the optimal
solution has Ω = σ2 = ξ⊥|A = 0. The differential equation describing the optimal solution is
t
dv
dt
+
k − γ − 1
k(γ − 1) v
2 +
1− w
1 + w
v +
4 [4 + k(aw − γ − 1− 3w) + 4γw]
3(γ − 1)(k + 2)(1 +w)2 = 0 (G.13)
where
v(t)
t
= ξ(t)0|A (G.14)
and none of the coefficients depend on A. This is an analogue of the differential equation that
played a central role in Section 3.1. In that case, we had two conditions, coming from the
ρD+PD3 and ρ
D+PDk NEC conditions. We used the latter to define the differential equation
analogous to (G.13), and the former to define its boundary conditions. In the present case, we
have only one inequality for each value of γ, which gives the differential equation (G.13). To
define the initial conditions for this equation, we re-use the ρD + PD3 NEC condition, which
yields
vF = ±
√
2k
k + 2
4
3(1 + w)
(G.15)
This condition is also independent of R˚. What we are really testing is a kind of combination
of the generalised energy condition defined by (G.1) and the NEC. Since the NEC is the
weakest of the classic energy conditions this is not a significant problem.
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Figure 8: Summary of positivity constraints for k = 6 extra dimensions. The left panel shows the
(γ,A) plane for c⊥, which is negative if it below the solid black curve. The lower horizonatal line is
the boundary of the A > 2 region required by cΩ, and the upper horizontal line the asymptote of the
curve. The right vertical line shows where the constraint curve passes above the A = 2 line. Right
panel: the (γ, w) plane for cρ. The left vertical line is γρ−1/3, the curve is wρ⋆, an the right vertical
line is γρpole. We have cρ < 0 for points to the left of the curve, and to the right of γ = 1.
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